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Basal hydraulic system of a West Antarctic ice stream:
constraints from borehole observations
HERMA:\1 . ENGELHARDT, BARCLAY K A:\1B

Division if" Geological and Planetar;•Sciences, California Institute if"Teclmology, Pasadena. California 9Jl25 US. A.

ABSTRACT. Pres ure and tracer measurements in boreholes drilled

to the bottom of
Ice Strea m B, \\'e t Anta rctica, are used to obtain informa tion about the basal water condu it system in which high water pressures are developed. These high pressures presumably
make possible the rapid movement of the ice stream. Pressure in the system is indicated by
the borehole water level once connection to the cond uit system is made. O n ini tial connection. here a lso called "breakthrough" to the basal water system, the water level drops in a
few minutes to a n initial depth in the range 96- 117 m below the surface. These water levels
a re near but mostly somewhat deeper than the flotation level of about 100m depth (water
level at which ba aJ water pressure a nd ice overburden pressure are equal ), which is calculated from depth- density profil es and is measured in one borehole. The conduit system
can be modelled as a continuous or somewhat discontinuous gap between ice and bed; the
thickness of the gap 8 has to be about 2 mm to account for the water-level drop on breakthrough, a nd about +mm to fit the results of a salt-tracer experiment indicating downstream transport at a sp eed of 7.5 mm s 1• The above gap-conduit model is, however,
ruled out by the way a pressure pulse inj ected into the basal water system at breakthrough
propagates outward from the injection hole, and a lso by the large hole-to-hole variation in
measured basal pressure, which if p resent in a gap-conduit system with 8 = 2 or 4 mm
would result in unacceptably large local water fluxes. An alternative model that avoids
the e obj ections, called the "gap opening" model, in\"Oh-e openi ng a gap as injection proceed s: sta rting with a thin film, the injection of water under pressure lifts the ice mass
a round the borehole, creating a gap 3 or 4 mm wide at the ice/bed interface. Evaluated
quantitatively, the gap-opening model accounts for the volume of water that the basal
water y tern accepts on breakthrough, which obviates the gap-conduit model. In order
to transport basal meltwater from upst ream it is then necessa ry for the complete hydraulic
model to contain also a network of relati\·ely large conduits, of which the most promising
type is the ··canal" conduit proposed t heoreticall y by \\"alder and Fowler (1994): flat, low
conduits incised into the rill, ,.,_,().J m deep and perhaps rv) m wide, with a fl at ice roof The
basal water-pressure data suggest that the canal s are spaced rv5Q-300 m apart, much
closer than R-tunnel would be. The deepe t observed water le\·el, 117 m, i the most likely
to reflect the actual water pres ure in the canals, corresponding to a basal effective pressure of 1.6 bar. I n th is interpretation, the shallower water levels are affected by loss of
hydraulic head in the na rrow passageway (s; that connect along the bed from borehole
to cana l (s). Once a borehole has frozen up and any passageways connecting with canals
ha\·e become closed, a pressure sensor in contact with the unfrozen till that underlies the
ice will measure the pore pressure in the till. given enough time for pressure equilibration.
This pre sure varies considerably with time, over the equiva lent water-level range from
100 to 113 m. Basa l pressure sensors 500 m apart report uncorrelated variations, whereas
sensors in boreholes 25 m ap art rep ort mosrly (but not entirely) \.\·ell-correlated va riations, of unknown origin. I n part of the record, remarkable anticorrela ted \·ariations a re
interspersed wit h positively correlated one , a nd there a re rare, abrupt excursions to
extreme water levels as deep as 125m and as sha llow as 74 m. A diurna l pres ure fluctuation, intermittently observed, may possibly be caused by the ocean tide in the Ross Sea.
The lack of any observed variation in icc- tream motion, when large percentagewise \·a riations in basal effective pres ure were occurring according to our data, suggests that the
observed pressure variations a re suffi ciently local, a nd so randomly variable from place to
place, th at t hey are a\·eraged out in the proce s by which the basa l motion o f the ice
stream is determined by an integration over a la rge a rea of t he bed.

1. INTRODUCTION
The role of icc streams in the possible in tability of the \Vest
Antarctic Ice Sheet, with implications for a possible rapid
rise of worldwide sea level. is under current discussion
'.\lley, 1990; Bind chadJer, 1991; i\IacAyeal, 1992; Alley a nd
\IacAyeal 199+). In the ice streams, of width rv50 km and

length ""'400 km, the ice mm·es at speed rv]Q- 100 ti me faster
than in the ice hect a a whole (Bentley, 1987; Whill an , a nd
other , 1987; Bindschadler a nd Scambos, 1991; \\ hill ans and
Van _der Veen, 1993). To explain this a nomalously rapid
motion it has been proposed that the base of th e ice is at
the melting point a nd that the ice moves by rapid basal sliding (Rose, 1979) or by rapid deformation of soft, water-satu207
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rated ubglacial ·rdi mem Alley and others. 1986. 1987:
Bla nkenship and other . 1986. 1987 . The existence of basal
melting and high basal ,,·ater pressures. which would promote both basal liding a nd soft-bed deformation, " ·as
demon tratcd in boreholes drilled to the bonom of Icc
trcam B Engelhardt and others.l990. In ub cqucnt fieldwork we have cndea,·ored to obtain obserYations of basal
water pressure and transport that would define the nature
and f~nctioning of a basal hyd raulic system within which
the high basal water pressure i generated. and th at would
permit its role in controlli ng the lubricating action im·oh·ed
in ba a l liding a nd oft-bed deformation to be e\·aluated.
That such comrol should be exercised by basal water ha
been indicated by observations in glaciers (K amb and
others, 1985, p. +f..!.; lken a nd Bindsch adler. 1986: Boulton
and H indmarsh. 1987, fig. 7: K amb and Engelha rdt. 1987,
p. 3.J.: Kamb and other , 1994 a nd by theory (\\'eertman,
1969; Ikcn, 1981; Fowler, 1987: Alley, 1989a, b, 1993; K a mb,
1991.
Thi paper pre cnt our ob en ·ation on ba al water
pres ure and tran port in Ice tream B a nd an a n cmpt to
interpret them in term of a model of the ba al hydra ulic
sy tern. A will be seen, different obsen ·ations do not appear
at fir t sight to conform to a single imple model. By introducing furth er complications we can achie,·e some rc olution
of the imerpreti,·e difficulties, but a full y ati factory, complete model, well supported by obsen·ation, is a goal yet to
be attained. H owe,·er, we belie,·e that the obsen ·ation a nd
prO\·isional interpretations will be important. in combination with further ob en·ation in the future. for constra ining
the nature of the ba a l hydraulic ystem under the ice
tream.

2. OBSERVATIONAL PROGRAM

The borehole observations reported here were made in
holes drilled to the bottom by hot-water jet drilling. in three
site a reas: ( I) within I km of old UpB camp 1 Cpstrcam
Bra,·o. here called CpB '84, which in 1988 was located at
83 29.03' .138 11.57' \ \' ; \ II 1 within I km of new upB camp
(here called UpB '95, located in 1995 at 83 27.4' ,
13r46.9' \\" I, about 10 km east of the 1995 po ition of up B
'8.J.; and Ill within an area of .......5 km dimen ion near
83"3+.+' , 138°9.0' \\' on the unicorn, the ridge between
ice-stream branche Bl a nd B2. The ite a reas are indicated
on the larger-scale map in Fig ure I.
D eta iled maps howing the locations and number designations of the indi,·idua l boreholes drilled in site a rea I and
II are g iven in Fig ure 2. The borehole arc p lon cd in their
position rclati,·e to one a nother on the ice surface: rclati,·c
1
to the bed below they were displaced 1.2 m d in the indicated fl ow direction, because of the ice- tream motion
\\'hillan and Bolzan. 1987. table !1. Borehole depth were
in the range 1025 1057 m Table I . The borehole numbered
with prefix 88- were drilled in field ea on 1988 89. tho e
\\·ith prefix 89- in ca on 1989-90, and so on. The prefixes
arc omitted in Figure 2. where their place i taken by the
plotted borehole location symbol .
\Io t of the obsen·at ional data pre ented in this paper
consist of record of water pressure ra rely, ice pre sure ,
obta ined with pre ure transducers of the Paine In trument
Co. ( cattle ), t ype 212. Forob ervations of the watcdevel in
open boreholes we generally use pres urc transducers of full208

Fig. 1. Location sketch maps. The upper panel shou·s II est
Antarctic ice streams A- E ( shaded) in relation to the Ross
Ice Shelfand outh Pole. The lou·er panel,jrom a surface elemtion map b)' Ret;::la.ffand others (1993.fig. 7). is an enlargement of the dashed rectangle in the upper panel. It shou·s the
junction oftributm] ice streams Bl and B2 to form the trunk
ice stream B (jlou']rom upper left to lower right ). I. lJ and
Ill indicate the three stud_y areas oftlu present report. The rectangles indicate u:ith some exaggeration the site areas couered
b_y the maps in Figures 2 and 4. T he site ofcamp LpB '84 is in
rectangle 1 and of C'pB ·95 in rectangle II ( see Fig. 2).
Jlarginal shear ::.ones are slzou•n u•ith heavy lines ( u•idtlz not
to scale) and labelled "Dragon"and "Snake ··according to custom. The ridge betu•m1 streams Bl and B2 is called the Cnicom.
scale rating 200 p i (1.38 \IPa J placed at a depth of 100
120m beneath the urfacc, just abo,·e the well pump used
for recycling the drilling water. The well pump and pres ure
tra nsducer are placed in a n auxiliary hole 120m deep,
located only 0.25 m la tera lly from the center of the main
hole. In the course of drilling, the auxilia ry hole soon
becomes connected laterally to the main hole by melting of
the hole walls becau e of heat introduced into the main hole
for drilling and into the a uxiliary hole to keep the well
pump from getting frozen in; the lateral connection i
hown by the fact that the well pump doe not draw the
water le,·el in the auxil ia ry hole down to the level of the
pump. a it would do in an unconnected hole. For pot
check of the water le,·el and for calibration of the pre urc
transducers, a sounding float is u ed.
For long-term records of basal water pressure, we use
pressure transducers of full-scale rating 2000 psi 13.8 :\fPa .
placed at the bottom. Each tra nsducer is mounted in a
pressure-tig ht ca c of outside diameter 5.1 em a nd length
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60 em. with the access port for pres urized water located at
the bottom. The transducer case is su pended on a steel-armored four-conductor cable 1Amergraph cable) through
\\ hich the tran ducer is po\\·ered (!2 or 28 \ .. D C) and its
output ignal (0- 3 or 5 \' 1 transmitted to the surface. The
bottom of the tra nsducer ca e is placed as close as possible
to the bottom of the borehole, \\·ithout slack in the cable; this
tan generally be done to an acc uracy of ± 0.5 m. After I or
2 d the hole has frozen up enough that the cable is frozen to
the borehole wall and can no longer be rai cd. Such transducer installation ha\'C proYen nmably robu t. The one
installed in borehole 88-3 in December 1988 went dead in
J anuary 1992 after operating for 4 year . The ones in hole
89-+ and 91-1 were still operating normally in December
1995. 6 and 4 year after installation, re pecti\·ely.

3. INITIAL BASAL WATER PRESSURE

\\'hen a hole is bored by hot-water drilling at sites I a nd II,
in the ice tream, the water in the hole almost ah,·ay behaves in the following way. A drilling progres es, the water
le\·el in the hole remains high (normally at depth 20- 30 m
below the surface ), and then, when the drill come to a stop
at the bollom of the ice, the water le\·cl drop rapidly to
depth of about 100-115 m. \\'e refer to this drop a "breakth rough" to the basal water conduit y tem-- the y tem

that receiYes the water that drains from the hole during the
breakthrough event .
The downrush of water in the borehole upon breakthrough throw a hea\·y load onto the drill tem. which is
detected by a load cel l that monitors the ten ion in the dri lling hose at the surface. Sometime the drill stem (a hea\·y
brass cyli nder with the drill jet nozzle at the bottom is
pulled down o forcefull y that it becomes jammed at the
bottom of the hole and can be recovered only with difficulty.
Becau e of this pull-down it is often difficult to detect that
the drill ad\·ance ceases es entially at the moment of breakthrough, but attempts to drill into the bottom after brea kthrough a h\·ay show that the drill ad\·ance is \·ery slow or
ni l. a nd piston coring shows that the material below the
bottom of the hole is unfrozen, water-saturated till. The
lithological characteristics of this till a re presented in a
sepa rate paper (unpublished information from S. Tulaczyk
and others).
.\Ieasured graphs of borehole water leYcl vs time during
drilling a nd breakthrough arc gi\·en in Figure 3. The drop in
water le\·el on breakthrough is approx imately exponential
in time, and the ·'drop time"-- the time for completion of
about 90% of the total drop -- is in the ra nge 2-7 min
\ \·a lues in Table 1). These re ults are similar to those from a
borehole in Trap ridge Glacier. Canada, given by Stone and
C larke (1993, fig.+), except that fo r the latter the drop time
was onl y about 20 s.
\\'ithin an hour or so after breakthrough the water level
reaches an essentially steady depth, here called the "initial
post-breakthrough water IC\·el", or "initial JeyeJ" for short.
The water level is a measure of the basal water pressure in
the basal water system to which the borehole has become
connected in breakthrough. All a\·ailable initial water-level
depths, measured \\·ith a pre sure tra nsducer as noted
aboYe, or sometimes with a ound ing fl oat, a re listed in
Table I (conservatiYely estimated error ±I m ). They are in
the depth range 96- 117 m. The value a re g iven as waterlevel depths below the surface rather than as basal water
pressures, for reasons explained in ection 4, where the con\·ersion between the two is stated. The rela tion of basal
water pressure to ice O\'erburden pressure can be expre ed
in terms of the relation bet\\·een the water level a nd the flotation le\-cl, the water le\·el that corresponds to the ice O\'erburden pre sure at the base of the ice. Flotation IeYe is at the
various borehole are estimated in section 4 a nd are listed in
Ta ble I. They range from 98 to 101m ( ±3m). l ost of the
initia l water levels a re near but definitely deeper. by 316m, tha n the estimated flotation level; the corresponding
ba al effective pres ure ice overburden pressure minu
ba al water pre sure) is in the range +0.3 to+ 1.6 bar (Table
l1. Fi\·e initia l water level a re at depths hallower than the
estimated flotation Ie,·el by up to 3 m, correspond ing to a
basal effecti\·e pressure that is as much a 0.3 bar negative.
Since a negati\·e basal effective pressure is not possible in a
steady-state glacial system, the water levels that appear to
give negative effectiYe pressure either i1wolve data error or
indicate a nomalous conditions in the basal water system.
T he va riation of initial water level from hole to hole,
rangi ng over depths from 97 to 117m (Table 1). is noteworthy. The patial p attern of variation can be a essed from
Figure+, in which the initia l \\·ater-levcl depth at each borehole i indicated along ide the map location of the hole.
Borehole in clu ters up to ...... JOO min dimension. and d rilled
in close ucce sian o that the effect of time \·ariations (sec209
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Table 1. Boreholes in Ice Stream B near CpB '84 and CpB '95: water-level depth bifore and after breaktlzrouglz: flotation lnel
and basal iffective pressure Perr; water-ln·el drop time ( 11 -LDT) and time constant T: gap-<onduit u·idtlz 8

Boreholt;ear

Holtdtpth

.\o.
m

88-l
2
3
5
6
89-l
2
3
4
5
6
91 -1
2
3
92-1
2
4
95-1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1035
l035,b
1035)
1035\
d035)
1058
(!058)
1058)
1057
1057
1057
1055
1055;
1055)
1052
10521
fl052)
1026
:::::: 1026
1025
:::::: 1029
1028.5
1029.5
1026
1027

Flotation-leztl
dtplh

P.rr

1\'LDT

T

{;

m

m

bar

0 110

m1n

mm

102
Ill
105
109
115
113
115
ll2
99
98
98
ll2
108
109
117
llS
112
99

99
99 b
.991
1,9 9•
;99
101
101
101
101
101 1
101 •
101
101)
101 1
101
1101!
101)
98
981
98
981
98!
98
98
98

0.3
1.2
0.6
1.0
1.6
1.2
l.-1
1.l
-o.2
0.3
-o.3
0.7
0.7
0.8
1.6
1.4
1.l
0.1
0.2

2
3

1.6
2.7

1.7

5

2.9

l.+

2
5~

1.0
6.+

2.0
1.l

7Jf
2.5
2
3

1.l
1.7
2.5

1.9
1.7
1.5

IVatu-level depth
pre-brrakthrough post-breakthrough
m

-

.

28
28

16

29
82
•1071 c
21
22
62
33
51

96
:571d
98
100'
97
105
10+

0.0
0.2
- 0.1
0.7
0.6

l.+

• A dash in this column means that a specific water level was nOt recorded but the level was generally in the range 20 30m depth.
b Parentheses in this column are used when one measurement of hole depth or one est imate of flotation le,·el is assumed to apply to a group of nearby holes.
c Water le,·el pumped do"'n to 107 m: no breakthrough.
... d \\'ater-level depth raised to 57 m by pumping; no connection with basal wa ter system.
< After 1.7 d ; initial level was 97 m.
r E timated from measured drop rate from 20 to +7 m depth, extrapolated to 98 m.
g Early period of rapid drop Fig. 3e). Extended period of slow drop is 1-t-0 min Fig. 5c: JD 355.5.

tion 5) is minimized, have similar initial water levels, within
2 or 3 m, whereas more distant holes, or holes in the same
cluster but drilled in differem field seasons, often differ in
initia l level by 5- 10 m. This suggests that the water levels
sample basal water pressure over areas of up to about 100m
in dimension. Holes 88 -1 to 88-6 deviate from this pattern in
having a more random spatial d istribution of water-level
variations. The variations in basal water pressure implied
by the variations of the water level, although small in comparison to the basal water pressure itself (1.5 n 95 bar), are
large percentagewise \vhen expressed in terms of basal effective pressure, which varies from .......o to 1.6 bar. The Yariations
are significant in relation to the nature of the basal water
system (see interpretation in section 9d ).
There are a few ways in which borehole water levels
sometimes depart from the behavior described above:
If borehole drilling operations continue for se\'eral days
prior to breakthrough, as is normal when ice-core drilling is
done, the water level gradually gets drawn down below the
normal high le,·el prior to breakthrough. Examples are
shown in Figure 5. This is due not to leakage of water from
the borehole, but to the way drill operators tend to avoid
providing make-up water to t he drilling system, which
requires the laborious effort of quarrying snow blocks for
melting; thus, as shown in Figure Sa, during reami ng
(which uses up water) the water level tends to fall, while
during coring (which uses little water) it tends to rise. An
210

exception that may represent leakage is the more rapid
drawdown recorded in Figure Sa during Julian day UD
351.3- 351.7.
In the drilling of boreholes outside the ice stream (site
area III; see Fig. 1), the drill comes to a stop without the occurrence of a ny breakthrough. the borehole water level remaining high. Thermistor measurements (to be reported in
a separate paper) show that at the bottom of the borehole
the temperature is below freezing by I or 2°C. The drill is
stopped by rock debris that is so abundant andjor contains
such large clasts that it cannot be melted out from the ice
and penetrated at an appreciable rate by the hot-water jet
drill. Samples of this rock debris, melted loose and settled
out at the bottom of the hole. have been obtained by piston
coring and studied sedimentologically !unpublished information from S. Tulaczyk and others ).
Borehole 95-3 behaved in a manner similar to holes outside the ice stream. \ \e infer that at site 95-3 a layer of frozen
till inten·ened between th e base of the p ene trable ice and
the melting i otherm bela\\'. This singular occurrence is spatially Li mited by normally behaving boreholes 3.5 and 7.4 m
away (holes 95-4 and 95-6; ee Fig. 2b). Further aspects of
the singu lar behavior of hole 95-3 arc discu cd in section 6.
One borehole (88-2) did not experience an immediate
breakthrough and water-l evel drop on reaching the bottom
as indicated by cessation of drill advance, but 9 h later the
water level dropped to Ill m, a normal initial depth. This
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Fig. 3. Borehole water level rs timefor eight boreholes, showing water-ler•el drop on breakthrough to the basal water system. The
borehole number and breakthrough date are idmti.fied in the upper right comer ofeachframe.
may be a case that tarred out Jjke hole 95-3 but in which
sub equent development of a pontaneous fracture through
the underlying frozen till ga1-c breakthrough to thf basal
'' ater ystem. By 25.5 h later the water level had risen to
+3 m. indicati ng tha t connection to the ba al water ystcm
had a lready clo cd up and uggesting that the connection
' 'as weak in the fir t place. The ca rcity of borehole tha t
connect to the ba a l water sy tern onl y after a ma rked delay
or not at all i in strong contrast with the ituation in temperate glacier . \\'here ma ny boreholes connect only after
~el'e ra l days and often not a t all (e.g. H odge, 1979: Ka mb
and Engelhardt. 1987, p. 34).
Although the drop in water level on breakth rough is to
some approx imation exponential in time {Fig. 3). a number
or distinct departures from exponential form have been
obsen ·ed: (I l The on et of the drop is usua lly abrupt, but in

one case it was g radua l (Fig. 3c). (2) In several cases of
abrupt onset, the drop rate was most rapid not at onset but
instead a short time later: this is c pecially evident in Figure
3b, but can also be seen in Fig ure 3f, and p erhaps Figure 3a
and d. f3) In one instance there was a small pre-breakthrough drop, followed quickly by recovery (Fig. 3c ). 4)
The size of the ·'ra il" part of the drop curve is not always in
the correct exponentia l proportion to the initial, main part
of the drop; Figure 3c is an example of very little tail. while
Figure 3e and g a re examples in which the tail is o\·erly
large. This i demonstrated in Figure 6, where an exponential curve has been fitted to the main initial drop in the
cun·e of Fig ure 3g, with an a ymptotic post-breakthrough
depth of 95 m, which i lightly above the 97 m depth indicated by later water-level data (Table 1). A similar di crepancy between a theoretical (modeled ) curve a nd an
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Fig. 4. Initial borehole water !ere! after completion qf breakthrough. in meters below the surface. u·rillm alongside the
location SJ'mbolfor each borehole. plotted as in Figure 2.
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observed water-le,·el-drop curve from a borehole in Trapridge Glacier, Canada. is shown by Stone and Clarke 1993,
,. fig. -1-. The extreme constancy of the water Ie,·el in Figure 3c
after time 14 min is due to the water Ie,·el having fallen
below the depth of the measuring p ressure transducer at
that time.
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The following method i u ed for e timating the notation
levels in Table I, from which the effective pre sure at the
bottom in each borehole is obtained. The firn 'ice density
down to a depth of 47 m in site area I has been measured
by Alley and Bentley 1988, fig. -1-. Below that depth we u e
the den ity- dcpth data obtained by Gow (1970 from the
Byrd borehole, in the \ Vest Antarctic ice sheet orne -1-90 km
from ite I. Because the two et of demity depth data do
not connect smoothly across the data gap from -1-7 to 80 m
depth, a mooth connection to the data point at 47 i:' forced
by linearly interpolating between data points at 47 and
137m. U ing a thermal-expansion coefficient of 1.5 x 10 -1
K 1• the mea ured den itie are corrected for thermal expansion/contraction between the temperature of original
measurement and the temperature at depth in the ice sheet
at CpB '84 (Engelhardt and others. 1990. fig. 2, and unpublished data . The temperature of original measurement by
Alley and Bentley 1988 is assumed to be 5 C. For Gow'
data it i taken to be the temperature 28.7 C in Gow (1970.
fig. -1-, incc the den ities there gi,·en were corrected for thi
in situ temperature.) The densities areal o corrected to the in
situ pressure at depth, u ing a comprc sibility of 1.3 x 10 .'i
bar 1• The corrected den ities a rc integrated with depth
from the surface to the bottom, to obtain the overburden
212
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Fig. 5. Examples qf drawdown qf the borehole u·ater level
prior to breakthrough. b1 (a). the time intm·als marktd "'c ··
are ~.t·lzen ice coring was being done. and those marked ··r .,are
~.t·hen reaming u·as beinu done, u·hich uses more water than
coring does. "'d..._r .. includes the initial drilling and reaming qf
the hole. In (d). the rapid drawdown duri11g ]D 335.67335.79 was produced b)' a pumping-out test (section 6). In
(a). (b) and (c). breakthrough occurs near the end qf the
record; in (d) it occurs at 0000 lz on]D 336
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Borehole 95-6
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if water-level drop on
brt·akthrough in borehole 95-6 and an e.\ponential z0 (t) =
::.. (0) exp( -t/T). whm z0 (t) is the borehole water-cof1111111 height abo~·e the post -breakthrough (eve/ (taken to be at
dt'pth 95 m. so z0 (0) = - (63 - 95) = 32m). Timet is relat e to the start if the breakthrough at 11.9 min on the abscissa
1rafe if the plot. The time constant T = 1.7 min is adjusted to
make the exponentialfit the main initial part if the obserred
run•e.
Fi[!,. 6. Comparison between the cun:e

pn·ssure and the height of a water column producing the
ame pre sure. taking into con ideration the compres ibility
of \\ater 15.1 x 10 5 bar 1 . The Ootatio n-b·el depth i then
the d ifference between the ice thickne s borehole depth
and the water-column height. For a borehole 1035 m deep
the temperature correction to the flotation-level depth is
-1.5 m and the pre ure correction is+ 1.7 m, so that without
thc.;e correction the calcu lated flotation level would be at
95.8 m depth rather than 99 mas gi,·en in Table I. Thi gives
some idea of the possible error that may enter the calcu lation of the flotation leveL The largest uncertainty, however,
is doubtless in the assumpdon that the icc densities from the
Byrd core are applicable at UpB.
\\'e present the pre ure data mainly in terms of equi,·alent water levels and flotation le,·el for e\·eral reasons: ' i)
. orne of the mea urement are made with a ou nding float,
11 hieh gi,·e water level directly. 21 The pressure transducer u ed to mea ure water le,·el are placed at a kno11·n
depth (near 110m J and are calibrated on the ba i of waterlen·! mea uremcnts made with the ounding float: the
re,ults arc therefore closer to direct float mea urcments
tha n to mea urements of water pressure at depth. 3 For a
borehole not in connection with the basal water system.
11 ater levels can be measured and reported, but ba al water
pressure cannot. 4 \\'ater-lewl elevation is th~ same as
h\ draulic head, which is or direct importance for fl ow in
t h~ basal water sy tern. 51 Reporting borehole water levels
is ' tandard practice (e.g. ~Icier and other . 199+).
Com·ersion of a ,,·ater-Ie,·el depth dw to a ba al water
ptl·s· ure Psw in ice of thickne hr is done a follows. The
equivalent water column i hw = h, - dw. and the pre sure
i~ PB\\' = Pw9hw [l ...L. (f1wPw9hw/ 2)). where .3...- is the compressibility of water (5.1 x 10 " bar- 1) and Pw is the den ity
of \\ater at atmo pheric pre ure. The term invoking Jlw i a
correct ion for change of den ity with pre ure, related to the
pressure correction im·olved in calculating the flotat ion
bel dF. Com·er ion of Ootation level to basal o,·erburden
prc>sure is the arne. with d..,. having the particular value dr.

. \n observational check on the flotation-level calculation
above can be made for borehole 93-9. in which the 0\·erburden pressure ,,·as mea ured Fig. 71. The borehole i in
ite area III, where there wa no basal melting and therefore
no possibility that basal water pressure was invoked. The
pressure-tran ducer instrument was uspended l m above
the bottom of the borehole and was enca ed in a fluid-tight
pia tic ack filled with antifreeze 1 ethylene glycol ' o that
the pre ure brought to bear on the sack by the inclosing
ice would be transmitted ,-ia the fluid to the pressure-access
port or the tran ducer. " 'hen the initial pressure tran ient
had run it cour e the measured pre urc settled down to
80.5 bar. In the en uing 300 d the mea ured pre ure ro e
gradually to 80.7 bar and then decreased to 80.2 bar r Fig. 7 .
The overburden pres ure calcu lated by the foregoing
method for this borehole of depth 91 1 m is 80.8 bar. The
agreement between measured and calculated 0\·erburden
pres ure is within 0.2-Q.6 bar !corresponding to 2-6m m
flotation level .
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Fig 7 Ice pressure reported bJ' a pressure transducer at the
bottom if borehole 93-9. in site area III ( on the Cnicorn:
Fig 1). -lfter the initial transient due to borehole free::.e -up,
the pressure reported is the ice orerburden pressure (section
4). The borehole depth was 9/Jm.
The cau e of the ,-ariation in mea ured pre ure in hole
93-9. corre ponding to a 5 m fluctuation in 11·ater Ie,·el, i
not known, except for the initial tran ient that is pre urnably caused by the freeze-up or the initia lly water-filled
borehole.
The slight excess of calculated o,·erburden pre sure O\'er
measured pres ure at hole 93-9 uggc ts that th e calculation
tends to give Ootation-le,·cl depth that a re too shallow. but
the pre·ence in Table l of fi,-c negative , -alue of basal effective pre urc uggests in tead that the tendency is to give flotation le\'el that are too deep by up to 3m. The physical
const raint requiring non-negati\'e basal effective pres ure is
more p0\1·erful than any reasoning about the accuracy of
the calculation and indicate that there are error in calculated flotation le,·el of a much a 3m. The foregoing consideration uggest that we may be justified in placing an
error figure of± 3m on the estimated flotation le,·cls.

5. TIME VARIATION OF BASAL WATER PRESSURE
The basal pre ure sensed by a pressure transducer placed at
213
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the bottom of a borehole in the ice stream doe · not remain
tcady at the initial post-breakthrough \·alue but ,·aries with
time in complicated way . The complete et of such data i
gi,·cn in Fiaure 8, with a much compressed time axi , and
portion a indicated are shmm with expanded time- calc
in Figure 9- 15. Figure 9 i outside the windo" of Figure 8.1
The data come from pre ure transducer in. tailed in borehole 88-3. 89-+ and 91 -1 , who e location arc shown in Figure 2a. The data gap in Figure 8 are due to malfunctions of
power upply andfor data-recording system due mostly to
winter cold. In presenting the data we continue to express
ba al pre ure in terms of water level ( ection +, eYen
though there i no free water urface once the boreholes refreeze. U c of water lc,·cl is consistent ,,·ith the fact that
prior to freeze -up each pre ure transducer was calibrated
by immcr ion in a \\·ater column of known height in the
borehole, the height being known from ounding-float
mea uremcnt of water Je,·cl combined with mea urcmcm
of pres ure-transducer depth with the teel-armored pressure-transducer cable.
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Fig. 8. ,\leasured basal u:ater pressures over the 6)·ear period
199D-95. The arrou:s rifer to the figures that giz·e expanded
plots ofparts ofthe complete record as indicated mzd that ident!b' which boreholes are the sources ofthe mrious traces shown.
In borehole 88-3 (Fig. 9a ) the ri e of 6 m in water le\·el.
,...., 16 h after breakthrough, took place on a time- calc that
we expect for freeze-in of the cold upper part of the bore-

hole. "·hich hould tend to raise the pre. sure in the indo cd
water column that remain. in the lower. more slm, ly freezing part of the hole. Thi type of pressure rise was obserwd
by \\'addington and Clarke 1995. figs 8 and 9 in unconnected and blind borehole in Trapridge Glacier. Canada;
the time- calc of the rise ~2 3 h i shorter than the timescale "'I d seen in our Figure 9a. In order for the water pres· ure to ri~e. there must be an appreciable impedance in the
basal water sy tern or in the borehole's connect ion to that
ystem. The much larger rise that occurred 7 15 d after
breakthrough, to a le,·el of about 72 m. far abo,·c flotation,
must repre ent isolation of the pressure transducer from the
basal water ) tern. probably by icc forming O\'er the pre _
sure acces port of the tran ducer. The spike-li ke sharp
drop in pres ure may indicate that the ice plug closing the
acce s port was fractured occa ionally a pressure built up
in ide the port due to freezing. 1Similar sharp drop in pre _
sure ha\'c been obserYed in Trapridge Glacier (\\'addington
and Clarke. 1995. fig lc and 7 and attributed to ice fracturing. A more ext reme ca~e of uch a pressure rise, to the e\·en
more extreme le,·cl of about 20m, occurred in hole 89-4 in
the period 17- 19 d after breakthrough Fig. 9b ). On the
other hand, 91-l howcd only a sma ll p re ·sure ri e, remaining below flotati on (Fig. 101.The ending of the periods of exec si,·e pre ure- by about I year after breakthrough in
hole 88-3 and by at most 2 years in hole 89-4 - can be
attributed to melting out of the acce s port. pre umably a
a resu lt of the ba al melting that takes place under the ice
stream.
Once the early po t-brcakthrough period of excessiYe
pressure if any came to an end. the pres ure decrea ed to
normal le,·els in the water-Je,·el range 98-112 m. Fluctuation "·ithin this range took place on a wide range of amplitudes and time-scales during the 6 year period repre emed
in Figure 8. Th e character of the fluctuations i documented
in Figures 10-15, which contain enlargement of parts of the
record in Figure 8. The record from borehole 93-9 (Fig. 7.
repre enting ice OYerburden pressure. which is pre umably
a nearly constant quantity slightly Yarying due to accumulation of now. ablation by wind, and the effect of Yertical
strain . ugge t that there i inherent high-frequency
.. ystem noi e" of amplitude 0. 1 or 0.2 bar (I or 2m w.e. and
long-term apparent drift of up to about 0.5 bar 5 m of
" ·ater. disregarding the large initial transient. If these numbers are applicable to the other pre ure-tran duccr in tallations, which mea ure ba a l water pre urc, then only the
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Fig. 9. Pressure records from boreholes 88-3 (a) and 89-4 (b) during the first 20 d afler breakthrough. These records are not
shown in Figure 9, because (a) falls before the time u:indow of Figure 8 and because most of (b) u:ould plot offscale.
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Fig. IO. Comparison !ifbasal water-pressure recordsf rom bore!w/es88-3, 89-4 and 91-1 over the period 26 .Yovember J99I to
15 ] anua1y 1992. T he original pressure records hal'e been
;moothed with a I d running mean to damp short-periodjluctuations, particularly diurnal ones. ( The if.fect can be seen b)'
comparing the 89-4 record here with tlze unsmoothed record in
Figure 12d, which cours most qf tlze same time periodJ
.lrrowheads at the beginning qf the 91-1 record are a reminder
that the steep line represents the last part qf the water-level
drop at breakthrough (as in Fig. 9a). Data gaps are bridged
with dotted lines. T he peaks at the end qf the 89 -4 and 91-1
records are associated u·ith the pressure-pulse propagation
nperiment discussed in section 8.
larger Yari ations seen in Fig ures 8- 15 can be relied upon as
real ,·ar iations in basal water pres ure. H owe,·er. the possibility of system drift is made unlikely by the lack of a consistent correlation of apparent basal water-pressure ,·ariation
with the seasonal surface temperature va riation, which
would eem to be the largest potentia l cause of system drift.
In some pa rts of the record there are conspicuous d iurnal fluctuations (Figs 12 and 13 . These do not appear to b e
artifacts caused by a temperature effect on the electronic
~ensing a nd recording systems, because some of the diurnal
pressure fluctuations do not occur during the spring/
summer fi eld sea son when the diurna l temperature variation is large and when most of the electronics a re at or near
the surface for ser vicing a nd data retr ieval. H a r rison a nd
others (1993) called attention to these fluctuation (in
relation to diurna l fl uctuations in strain rate in t he ice) a nd

pointed out that a possible cause i the ocean tide in the Ro s
Sea. The tide is d iurna l, peaki ng at near m idnight (Harrion a nd others, 1993, fig. 6). The best-defined d iu rnal pre ure fl uctuation in our records. the one in Figure 13, ha the
pressure peaking a t about 1000 h. almost oppo ite in phase
to the tide. In Figure 12a the pressure reaches its p eak at
about 0400 h (poorly defined ,. in Figure 12b at about
1000 h, in Figure 12c at about 2000 h, and in Figure 12d at
about 0400 h. Also. the amplitude of the diurnal pressure
fluctuation is not modulated with a prominent 13 d period,
a the tide is (H a r rison a nd others. l993). And the seemingly
random appeara nce a nd disappeara nce of the diurnal fluctuations is not a feature expected of tida l forcing. This obser\'ational picture does not let u attribute the diurna l
pressure fluctuations to the direct influence of ocean tides,
although we do not have a better a lternative.
Of much interest is whether the pre sures detected in
different boreholes undergo correlated ,·ariations with time,
as they hou1d if connected to a basal water system at nearby
point . The opportunities to check on this, when two or
more tra nsducers were operating simulta neously, are provided by the data in Figures 10 and 13- 15. Figure 10 shows
no correlation, but Figures 13- 15 show strong to ,·ery strong
correlations b et\Yeen pressure Yariations in 89-4 and 91-1. I n
Fig ure 10, the lack of correlation between the record from
88-3 a nd those from 89-.J. a nd 91-1 may refl ect the relatively
la rge di tance (500 m ) between 83-3 and the other two holes
(Fig. 4a 1. But the lack of correlation between the 89-4 a nd
91-1 records in Figure 10 is troublesome, because these holes
are only 25 m apart (Fig. 4a ). (There may be a weak correlat ion between the 89-4 and 91-1 records if the latter is
shifted forwa rd by abo ut 3 d, but we know of no reason for
such a hift.) The records from t he same two boreholes in
Fig ure 13, obtained 9 months later, a re extremely clo e, reproducing even fine details such as the a mplitudes and
asymmetry of the indi\'idual diurnal peaks. And yet the
records are nor identical, either in the fin e details or especially in the fact that the pressure values from 89-4 a re systematically lO\\·er than those from 91-l by about 10m. This
latter type of feature has been seen in other glaciers (H odge,
1976, figs 8 and 9; Kamb a nd Engelha rdt, 1987, p. 35, footnote) a nd therefore doe not necessar ily imply miscalibration of the pressure zero for one or both of the pressure
transducers, such a large calibration error being unlikely.
After a 1year data gap in 1993, the pressure records in
1994 (Fig. 14) again show a strong correlation between bore-
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Fig. 12. Diumaljluctuations in basal water pressure recorded
at mrious timesfrom borehole 88-3 or 89-..J, as indicated.
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Fig 13. Diurnalfluctuation in basal u·ater pressure recorded
from boreholes 89-.J and 91-1 Ol'eran80 d period in 1.992. (a)
and (b) shou· tluju/1 period. while (c) and (d) shou• a 10 d
period beginning on]D 260. to make z•isible the details ofpeak
shape.
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Fig H Comparison if basal water-pressure records from
boreholes 89-4 and 91-1 during most if1994.
holes 89-4 and 91 -1. The correlation is not due to electrical
cross-talk ben,·een the t\YO transducers and their recording
~\,;tems [data loggers), because from 1994 on they were electrically independent. including independent power supplies
battery banks and solar panels). The offset between thereported pressure levels in the two holes. which had been
...._10m of water in 1992 (Fig. 13!, had decreased to 4 m by
the beginning of 1994 and decreased gradually fu rther to
1.5 m by the end of 199+ (Fig. I+) and to roughly 0 in 1995
Fig.l5).
In 1995 a remarkable new feature became prominem in
the pressure records from 89-4 and 91 -1: the occurrence of
a micorrelating peaks/ troughs and rises/drops alongside
many positi,·ely correlati ng e\·ents (Fig. 15). The first such
anticorrclat ing event occurs in 1994 nearJD 320 (Fig. 14\.
T hese events perhaps bear a relation to the amicorrelations
fiJund by ~Iurray and Clarke (1995\ in borehole pressure
records from Trapridge Glacier. The a nticorrelation was
between boreholes connected and unconnected to the basal
,,·ater system, whereas in our case both boreholes (89-+ and
91 -I J had connected at least initially in a normal way. ~fur
ray and Clarke (1995; found one borehole that switched
semi-diurnally between correlation and anticorrelation
'' ith the connected boreholes, which is at least slightly
similar to the interspersal of correlating and amicorrelating
C\·ems in Figure 15.
:\!though we do not ha,·e an explanation for the amicorrelating e\·ents imersper ed with positively correlati ng
n-cm (Fig. 15), they prO\·ide an additional indication that
the signal fluctuations are due to actual water-pressure ,·ariations rather than electrical noise generated in the t ,,·o
transducer/recorder sy tems.
\ \c conclude that the two holes gave \'a lid measurements
of water pressure in the same basal system, at least some of
the time. This super cdc the conclusion of a high noise le,·el
-;hort term I or 2 m of water, long term up to 5 m J reached
earlier in this section on the basis of Figure 7. It is possible
that at other time , such as the period of Figure 10, local
hvdraulic barriers intervened between 89-4 a nd 91 -1 so that
the two boreholes accessed different pressures in the basal
\\ ater system, in the same way that the initial water Je,·cl
at holes 88-1 and 88-2 differed by 9 m, or that the initial
b·els at 89-l, -2 and -3 differed by about 15m from those at
8C'J -4, -5. and -6 (Fig. 4a; Table 1).
The following pressure events are of particular intere t:
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Fig. 15. Comparison if basal water-pressure records from
boreholes 89-4 and 91-1 during most if 1995. .\'ole that for
clarity the ordinate ( water level) has been shifted b;· 5 m in
the plotfor 91-1 relative to the plotfor 89-4. as indicated by the
ordinate labels 011 left and right. in tlze abmpt-drop event on
]D 24, the curvefor 91-1goes offscale down to 125m, and 89 4 goes to 119m. In the anti-correlating spikes on]D 269, 91-1
goes o.ffscale up to 74 m, and 89-4 goes down to 113m.
{I) the large, abrupt basal water-pressure rise onJD 100 in

1994 (Fig. 14), followed by a slow recover y; (2) the ,·ery large.
abrupt water-pressure drop onJD 24 in 1995 (Fig. 15), again
followed by a slow recovery; and (3) the large amicorrelating spikes on 1995 JD 269 (Fig. 15\ The asymmetric drop on
JD 24 somewhat resemble such spikes in Figure 9a. In the
JD 24 event the water levels reach the deepest levels ever
recorded (119 and 125m ).
Also of much interest is whether there were \·ariations of
ice-stream motion that correlate with the observed variations of basal water pressure. At a point 7 km from UpB
'84, Harrison and others (1993, fig. 2) measured the icestream motion relative to the slowly mm·ing Unicorn Fig.
I) over intervals of about 0.5 d during the period 1988 JD
334- 362, which included the period during which the first
pressure record from 88-3 was obtained (Fig. 9a ). They
round no significant variation in motion at the level of accuracy of 3.5% (35 mm d \ whereas there were noteworthy
variations in reported pressure in 88-3. However, as discussed above, these variations to excessi,·ely high apparent
pressures were not Yalid indications of pressure in the basal
water system. During the period 1991 JD 340- 385 we operated in site area I a strai n rosette with markers placed 2 km
from a central electronic distance-measurement tation in
longitudina l and 45° diagona l directions, to look for
changes in strain rate that might reflect changes in ice
motion at UpB. Sample results are given in Figure 16. They
how no indication or any ignificant changes in strain rate
a nd no correlation bet\\·een strai n record a nd pre~sure
record. There is a lso no correlation of pressure or ,·elocity
eYents with the times of borehole breakthrough and irtiection of water into the basal system (arrows in Fig. 16).
The only insta nce of correlation between a change in
ice-stream motion and in basal water pressure in our ob cr,·ations to date is the following: in December 1995 a 26 d
record of basal sl idi ng and basal water pressure was
obtained in borehole 95-2 (Fig. 2b), which showed a 4d period of greatly reduced sliding rate that immediately fol lowed a 2 d pulse of reduced water pressure.
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Fig. 16. Comparison ifsurface longitudinal strain data u;itlz basal water-pressure data or:er the period 6 December 1991 to 19
January 1992. urface strain is from two arms ifa centered strain rosette: in (a), the strain is measured (by electronic distance
meter) in the direction if.flow. and in (b) it is measured in a direction 45 from the.flow direction. ·'Reduced strain·· means that
the strain due to a steady mean strain rate has been subtracted (e.g. 0.53 em km 1 a 1Jor ( a)), so that an;'fluctuations in strain
ratefi"omthe mean can more readily be detected. T he pressure cu n'efrom hole 89--1 is the same as the 89-4 curve in Figure 10. The
arrows indicate times ifbreakthrough (and resulting u:ater injection into the basal wattr s_ystem) in the drilling ifother boreholes.

6. STORAGE CAPACITY OF BASAL WATER SYSTEM
AND BOREHOLES
From the large and rapid drop in water level on borehole
'" breakthrough ( ectio n 3) it is e\·ident that the basal wa ter
y tem has a ub tantial capacity to stare water injected into
it in thi ·way. A typical brea kthrough from a starting water
b·el of20 m to a post-breakthrough water ]eye] of 105m injects "-'12m3 of water into the ba a] water system (see
below). On several occa ions we ha,·e tested the basal water
system subsequent to breakthrough by pumping water into
or out of a borehole, a standard method for e,·aluating the
quality of the borehole' hydraulic connection m the basal
system (Engelha rdt, 1978, p. 43; I ken a nd Bindschadler,
1986, p. 104). In a ll cases there was little or no change in
water level, generally less than a few meters, on pumping
in or out.
An example of.pumping in i hown in Figure 17, from
borehole 95-5. Pumping in caused a n initial rapid rise in
water level from 96.8 to 89.6 m depth, after which the level
sub ided omewhat, o that by the end of 2 h pumping time
the level was at 92.8 m. At thi point. pumping in was
switched to pumping out, for 30 min. and the \\·ater level
descended to 95.5 m, I m higher than at the stan of the re t.
At a pumping-in rate of 60 I min 1• 7m 3 of water was
pumped into the basal system in this te t, a nd 1.5 m 3 was
pumped out, at a rate of 491 min 1• The behavior of the
water ]eye] (Fig. 17) suggests that during pumping in, the hydraulic impedance of the connection to the basal system
decreased somewhat.
An example of pumping out i a te t ca rried out in hole
91 -1 on 19 D ecember 1991. \\'ater was pumped from the hole
at a rate of25 1min 1 for 80 min, for a total of2 m 3, and the
water level dropped from 110.6 to 110.8 m. Upon cessation of
pumping the lc\·el went back up to 110.6 m.
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Although in such rests, carried out after breakthrough.
the ba al water system yields water freely, with little or no
indication of drawdow n, there is a question whether the
system would be able to de]i,·er water if it were tested withour the prior injection of the large ,·olume of water that
occur in breakthrough. Two attempts to make such a rest
were undertaken. The fir t, in the drilling of hole 92-1, failed
because the capacity of the well pump wa insufficient to
draw the water level down to below 90 m depth. The econd,
in the drilling of hole 95-3. fai led because the hole bottomed
in frozen rill and did not connect to the ba al \\·ater system,

Borehole 95-5
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Fig. 17. Effict ifpumping test on water leu! in borehole 95-5.
carried out on 7 January 1996. 1dafter breakthrough ( shou:n
in Fig. 3f). An upward-pointing arrow marks the star/ if
pumping in, and a downward-pointing arrow the start if
pumping oul. Termillation ifpumping out is marked with a
tick (without arrowhead). See text (section 6) for details.
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, hcl\\ n by the fact that it water IeYeI was raised a few
bnurs later to 57 m by pumping in see ection 3. There is a
p hSibilit y that the lowering of the pre-breakthrough \\·ater
In el to 107m. a typical initial post-breakthrough leYel,
<omehow preYented a connection with the basal water
, ,,tern from being made, but thi eems unlikely. because
brea kthrough has occurred with a difference of only H m
bet " ·cen the pre- and post-breakthrough water levels ' sec
Fil.... 5a, atjD 355.+.
Pumping tests in blind hole . before breakthrough, prou dr information on the bo rehole diameter in the upper
100 m of the hole. which is needed for the interpretations in
section 9. For example, on I Decembe r 1992 the water le,·el
in hole 92-1 durino- drilling wa drawn down from 20 to
9:2 m depth by pumping water out of the hole at a net rate
of '3 7lmin 1 for 168 min. !The 1\·ater-le\·cl lowering in this
pump-dow n can be seen in Figure 5d nearJD 335.7.) This
correspond to an a\'erage borehole diameter of 23 em for
eat h of the two hole - main borehole and aux.ilia ry
".ner-wrll hole - that wrre drawn down in the tesr. Like" N'. on 29 D ecember 1995, hole 95-3 during drilling was
pumped down from 32 to 72 m water-JeyeJ depth at a rate
ol ~9 1 min 1 for 175 min. The corresponding a\-crage diameter of the two holes (main and water-well) is 37 em.
Thesr r timates are considerably larger than the nom inal
Ill em borehole diameter produced in the initial drilling;
the enlargement i probably due to the extra heat introduced into the upper pan of the hole to keep the water-well
pump a nd its ho e a nd electrica l cable from freezing in. For
the interpretations in ection 9 we adopt here a n a\·erage
diameter of 30 em fo r main hole a nd water-well hole in the
upper 100m. Thi figure i , howe,·er, rat her uncertain. a indicated by the sub tantial di crepancy between the two estimates 123 and 37 em 1. In ection 9 we ,,,ill use r ,. =
:~0/ V2 = 21em for the radiu of the equi\'a lent ing le hole
"ith the a me cro -sectional area in the near-surface
100 m of the hole.
,l '

7. TRANSPORT IN THE BASAL WATER SYSTEM
'lo prO\·ide information on the mo,·emen t of water in the

basal system a alt-tracer experiment was carried out as follows. :\ concentrated salt solution wa released at the
bottom of borehole 89-6, and the DC electrical re istance
between electrodes at the bottom of holes 89-4 and 89-5,
65 m downstream from 89-6. wa followed as a function of
ti me. Relea e of the alt wa followed by pumping water
into the hole for C\'eral minute to assure, in Yiew of the
re ults of pumping experiments ection 6. that the sa lt
water would be injected into the basal system around the
bottom of the hole. The distance between the electrodes
(di tance between hole 89-4 a nd 89-5; was 30m. A sharp
decrease in re istance between the electrodes was detected
2.+ h after the a lt wa released ' Fig. 18a 1. This corre pond
to an a\·erage propagation ,·elocity of7.5 mm s 1for the leading edge of the salt cloud.
Although the abO\·e result seems traightforward, indications of greater complexity in the sy tern are given by the
complete da ta set for the inter-electrode resistance o\'er the
cour e of 7 d (Fig. 18b ,, which hows eYeral o ther resistance
jump in addition to the one in Figu re 18a.

8. PRESSURE-PULSE PROPAGATION
BASAL WATER SYSTEM

IN THE

To reyeal how the basal water system functions as water i
i1~ ec ted into it during breakthrough, the basal water pre ures in borehole 89-4 a nd 91 -1 were monitored closely as
the drilling of hole 91 -3 was completed and breakthrough
occurred; the drop in water level in 91-3 was recorded al o.
Hole 91 -1 wa 14m di tant from hole 91-3, a nd hole 89-4 was
39 m distant from 91-3 ( ee Fig. 2a . The re ults - ba al
water pre ure ,. time in the three hole - are plotted in
Figure 19. They how a fairly norma l breakthrough-pre ure
drop at the injection hole (91-3}, followed by the arrival of a
pres ure pu l eat 14 a nd then a t 39 m from the injection hole.
The onset of the ii~ ecti on-press ure drop at 91-3 is at about
14 min on the time- calc of Figure 19, while the onset of the
pre sure rise 14m away i at about 15.5 min, and 39 m away
at about 17 min on the arne calc. \\'e a sume that the onset
of the pres ure drop at 91-3 marks the time when a sudden.
ste p-like ri e in pressure was introduced into the basal water
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Fig. 18. Results ifsalt transport nperimmt carried out on9 ]anuar_y 1990. ( a) Electrical resistance ( DC) betu·een electrodes at
the bottom ifborrholes 89 -4 and 89-5. as afunction iftimefor 2-1 h centered on the injection time: salt solution was injected into
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level) vs time in borehole 91-1, 14 mfrom the injection hole.
(c) Basal water pressure z:s time in borehole 89-4, 39mfrom
the injection hole.
ystcm there; hence, the propagation time of the pressurerise onset wa 1.5 min to the 14m distant point and 3 min to
the 39 m distant point, a propagation speed of about 11m
' min - I. The pressure pu l e that arrived at 14m is an asymmetric peak (rapid rise, slow decay), while by the time the
pulse reached 39m it had become a ramp with relatiYely
slow rise and e,·en much lower decay (Fig. 19b and c ). If
for the time of peak pressure at the injection point we take
the onset and at 39m we take the sharp b end a t the top of
the ramp, then the propagation time for the pres ure peak is
4 min from injection to 14m, and 7.5 min from iryection to
39m, at a speed of about 5 m min 1• The peak injection pressure, corresponding to a water leYel about 90 m abo,·e the
po t-injection level at the injection point, is greatly attenuated to about 2.5 m above the pre-irtiection Je,·el at 14m,
and funher to 1.5 m aboYc the pre-injection leYel at 39m.
The propagation speed (.......0.6 km h 1 for onset, .......0.3 km
1
h- for peak ) and the change in pule shape with propagation rather resemble the speed and changing shape of pressure pulses in propagating mini-surge in \ 'ariegated
Glacier, Alaska t Kamb and Engelhardt, 1987, table III and
figs 8b and f, JOb and r,, although the horizontal cales of
attenuation a re ,·ery dilTerent, ""'25m vs 1.7 km.
These results prm·ide a strong constraint on the nature
olthc basal water system, as explained in ection 9b and c.

tests lSection 6. Because boreholes almost always ha,·e immediate local access to this system 22 out of 2--J. holes had
immediate acce s and another gained access in 9 h ), it
mu t be a widely di persed conduit y tern quite dilTerent
from a cla sica! R-lllnnel ystcm consisting of one or a few
R-tunnel widely paced aero the 35 km width of Ice
Stream B2. This conclu ion is reinforced by the application
of R-tunnel th eory to Ice Stream B by Bindschadler (1983,
p. II), which giYc an effectiYe basal pres ure of about 4 bar
in the ,·icinity ofUpB, considerably larger than the ob en·ed
Yalues in the range 0- 1.7 bar 1 Table I; ection 31.
A basal-till aquifer would be a suitably dispersed ba a]
system, but in order to transport the water produced by
ba al melting l distributed source the till would need to
ha,·e a hydraulic conductiYity in the range 0.02- 0.06 m 1
(Lingle and Brown, 1987, p. 274), ,·astly greater than the
measured ,·aluc '"'-'IO 9 m s 1 (Engelhardt and others, 1990,
p. 248). Groundwater f1ow modeling by S. Tulaczyk (personal communication, 1996) hows that the required conductivity would be reduced only a small amount by
including the bedrock beneath the till in the aquifer model,
if the hydraulic conducti,·itie of bedrock and till arc comparable, as follow from their lithologic imilarity (unpublished information from S. Tulaczyk and others).
The modeling by Stone and Clarke (1993, fig. 4 and table
I) of the water-le,·el drop in a borehole that bottoms in an
aquifer 0.0+ m thick, with hydraulic conductiYity 0.067 m s- I,
and drop time about 20 s, can be used to set a lower limit on
the hydraulic conducti\ ity of a 10m thick till aquifer that
would be required in order to give the drop times of 1- 3 min
that we ob erve. A suming that the drop time is inversely
proportional to the hydraulic conductivity and the aquifer
thickne s, and directly proportional to r 5 2 as in Equation (9)
below, we obtain on this basis an e timated minimum hydraulic conductivity of (0.5- 1.4) x 10 3 m 1. It is a minimum estim ate becau e the model a sumes that the borehole
penetrate through the aquifer (Stone and Clarke, 1993. fig. I)
wherea our borehole reach only the top of the till. Thee timate is much higher than the mea ured hydrau lic conductivity of the till as noted abo,·e ( rvlO 9 m 1). The foregoing
considerations rule our a till aquifer as the ba al water sy tern
of Ice Stream B.

9a. Gap-conduit model
Among the \·arious type of basal water system models that
have been considered (Kamb, 1993, p. 29- 30, 52-59, 61. 68,
72-74\. the mo t promising at first ight is a ,·ersion of the
·' water film" model originally due to \\'eertman (1972}, in
which there is a narrow gap, of width o. between the ice ole
and the underlying bed. It i here called the gap-conduit
model. I f the f1ow in the gap i laminar, as assumed by
\\"eertman, the average watcr-f1ow Yelocit y u.,. 1a\·eraged
OYer the width o) is gi,·en by the Poiseuillc equation
- _ , Pw9 <::2r _ rET'
Uw-0
U
-I\. ~
(1)
l27]w

9. INTERPRETATION: NATURE OF THE BASAL
WATER SYSTEM

where r is the hydraulic gradient

(2)
The existence of a ba a! water y tern capable of accepting
water in volumes of~ 10m 3 and returning it in comparable
quamity is pro\·ed by the beha\·ior Ol borehole water leYelS
in breakthrough lsection 31 and in sub equcnt pumping
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~- being the eleYation of the phreatic urface, that i , the
water level in a real or imaginary manometer tube (such as
a borehole) connected to the ba al water system at a gi,·en

Engelhardt and ft{wzb: H_}·draulic J..l'~tem if'a II est Antarctic ice stream
point and repo rting the basa l water pressure Psw at that
point. zs i the elevation of the bed. V 2 the two-dimen ional
gradient operator erofo:r- eyoj oy where Z is \·ertica)
and rand Cy are unit vectors along the I and y axes , TJw
the ,·iscosity of water, Pw the density of water, g the gra,·itational acceleration, and o an areal fraction to be di cu sed
later for now, 9 = I . Thi model can be applied to the borehole breakthrough phenomenon as follows. A sume cylindrical symmetry, o that the variable depend only on radial
di,tance r from the borehole, and V 2 = erofor. A ume a
lt·,·el bed with a constant gap thickness 8. and write the continuity condition for water flowing radially outward from
the borehole:

e

(3)

The water flux Qw is independent of radial coordinate
r > r0 because the entire water source is at r 0 . the radiu of
the borehole. Csing Equations I and 2 we ha,·e
-2n8K
1\- i· defi ned in Equation

II ~.

2Tt8K(zw -

OZw

or = Qw.

(-!)

Integrating from
Z0 )

=

Qw ln T o

T0

outward.

(5)

r

''here z0 is the water level in the borehole. For definiteness
"e take t he datum for Zw to be the undi turbed pre-breakthrough water level. uppose that at some large distance L
from the borehole the water Je,·el remains at the undisturbed ,·al ue Zw = 0. Then Equation (5 becomes

21r8K Z0 = Qwln L

(6)

To

'' hich sen·es to determine Qw. :\ow Qw is the rate at which
\\ater i leaving the borehole, o the drop in borehole water
lrwl z0 (t ) a a function of timet is gi, ·en by

Q.,. =

2 dz0
-1fT,

21rK8

dt = ln(Lj r

)

Zo

( 7)

0

where Ts i the near- urface equiva lent borehole radius, explained in ec tion 6. Equation 7 can be integrated
assuming L fixed to gi,·e the exponential
Z0

(t ) =

Z0

(0) exp

-t

T

()

\\here z0 {0) i the borehole water [e,·el relative to the undisturbed Je,·el at time of breakthrough (t = 0 and the time
constant T is

T = 6T}w1} ln.£
p.,.g83 T o

.

(9)

l:xaluatio n ofT for each of the water-level drop curve in
rigure 3 give a value of the gap width 8 from Equation (9.
based on parameters 'TJw = 0.0018 Pas. r 0 = 5 em, r, =
21 em (section 6:. and L = I km. T i evaluated from the
max imum drop rate - d z0 / dt)ma.'<: from Equation 181,

T

= Zo(O) (- d zo) - 1
dt

(10)

ma..x

Here z 0 (0) is the initial extra " ·ater column, equal to minus
the difference between the pre-breakthrough and postbreakthrough water-lc,·el depth (for which ,·alues a rc listed
in Table 1). For the cun·e in Figure 3 that depa rt from strict
t"xponentia l form, the e\·aluation ofT from Equation 10 is
'Omewhat arbitrary. A I o arbitrary i the choice of L , but
the re ul t is in ensitive to L: variation of L from 100m to
10 km cau es on ly a 16% variation in 8.

The gap width 8 calculated from the abO\·e model
Table I are clu tered in the range 1.4 2.0 mm.
The same model was applied by \\'ccrtman 1970 m the
rise of water that occurred upon reaching bottom in the
2164 m deep Byrd borehole. The wa ter ro c 42 m in 10 h.
which leads to 6 = 0.1+ mm. \\'ecnman noted that this i a
minimum estimate of the gap thickness before disturbance
by the borehole. because for water flow radially inward to
the borehole the water pressure near the hole i reduced,
which will allow the icc to ag and the gap to narrow.
On the other hand, in the breakthroughs that we ha,·e
experienced, the water flow is always outward from the hole
and the water pressure in the gap is increased, which can
raise the ice and enlarge the gap. Thu , the ,·alues of 8 that
we calculate in Table I are maximum model c timates of the
original gap width .
Another difference between the Byrd ituation and our
is that our water-flow ,·elocitics during breakthrough are
much faster, corresponding to the much horter drop time
2- 3 min ,.s 10 h . At the high , ·elocities near the borehole,
the flow outward in the gap would be turbulent, rather than
laminar as assumed in the model. From our ,·alues d z0 j dt =
- 35m min 1 and r~ = 0.21 m one can calculate that the Reynolds number in the gap would be ""105 near the boreho le
wall and would decrease outward as 1/r, reaching a value
"'2000 at r ~ 3m. Beyond r ~ 3m the flow would be
laminar. In the laminar-flow model, as expressed in Equation 5, only 35% of the total drop in hydraulic hc<td in the
gap occurs over the imcn·al from r = 0.05 m ro r = 3 m.
Thus, changing the model to one with lllrbulent fl ow replacing Equation I 0\·er thi interval would probably not ha,·c
a great effect on the results. Analytical formulation of the
tran ition from turbulent to laminar flow in the gap. as the
fl ow is followed radially outward from a borehole. is discussed by Stone and Clarke 11993. p.3381. I n the limiting
case of turbulent fl ow accordi ng to the Manning equation
in place of Equation ()) at all di tance r, one fi nds that for
the same value of dz0 j dt, dri,·en by a hydraulic head of
70 m. with L = I km. the required gap width is 8 = 15 mm
for a M anning roughnc !II = O.lm 13 s (as commonly
a umed , or 8 = 4 mm for ,\J = O.Olm 1 3 s. Thus the effect
of turbulent flow in the model will be ro increa e the
required gap \\;dth 8. but it does not change the basic picture.
A modification of the gap-conduit model is called for
whenewr the basal water pre ure is lc than the ice o\·crburdcn pre sure. a we generall y observe and as must generally be the case in the natural state undisturbed by a
borehole. In this case a gap conduit can not intervene cont inuously between the bed and the icc sole, becau c the icc
" ·ould not be fully supported by the water pressure in the
gap below. The gap can be present only over a fraction of
the area of the bed: the area where the gap i not present
a nd where the sole is in direct contact with the bed must
bear a large enough ,·enical tres that. in combination with
the water pressure in the gap, the ice overburden pressure i
on average supported. I f the areal fraction of the bed occupied by the gap. here de ignatcd
is distributed 0\·er the
bed in such a way that all of it i able to transmit water flow
a in a braided stream network, for example ). then the
a\·crage water flux can be expressed by introducing 0 as a
factor in Equation 1\. (The nux of water per unit width i
iiw8, where now iiw is ave raged both \'Crt ically and h0rizontally, U w be ing 0 outside the gap.l Alley ,1989a. p. H; 1989b,

o,
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p. 119 and Ka mb 1991, p. l6.590 used "incomplete-gap conduit'' m odels of this type 1 ee K amb. 1993, p. 56. 72; it i ·
called the '·punctured water heet" model by \\'certman,
1970, p. 312 . Thi modification from the "complete-gap
conduit" model does not ha,·e a strong effect on the gap
thickne 6 needed in the model. For example. if 0 = 0.5.
the 8 ,·alues in Table I are increased by 25 % .
The incompl ete-gap conduit model can also be applied
to the re ults of the salt-tracer experiment sectio n 7). If we
assume that the leading edge of the salt cloud is transported
at the mean velocity~· given by Equation 1) with the hyd raulic gradient r set equal to the regional surface slope
o = 0.1 , then the measured transport rate u... = 7 mm s 1
corresponds ,·ia Equation l) 1with ¢ = 0.5\ to a gap thickness 8 = +.3 mm. Thi is not greatly different from the 8 ~
2.0 mm gi\'en by the breakthrough interpretation abo\'e.
with a llowance fo r 9 = 0.5. Uncertainty is introduced into
this comparison by the effects of turbulent now a nd by the
a umption of now under the regional gradient Q rather
than under a local gradient that might be cons iderably
differem. I n principle the local gradient ho uld be obtai nable from the measured water le\'els {Fig. 4a) at the three
borehole in\'ok ed in the salt experiment (section 7), but
that cannot be done reliably at the ± l m uncertainty le, ·el
of the values. The arbitrary assignment ¢ = 0.5 i another,
but minor, source of uncertainty. There i in addition a
""20 % uncerta inty in the 8 = 2.0 mm figure due to the uncertainty ofr, in Equation {9) ection 6.
A further check on the gap-conduit model of transport
in the basal water system is prO\·idcd by compa ring the
water flux Qw = ~.{J = 0.3 cm 2 S I in thi model with nux
values from theoretica l model calculations ofba al melting
up tream from UpB. From frictional hea ting in a oft-bed
,. model of the ice stream, A lley and others 1989, fig. 21 obtain
q.,. = 0.8 cm 2 1 at UpB. From a quite different thermomechanical model, L ingle and Brown (1987, fig. 9) estimated
1
qw in the range l.S- 5.5 cm 2 s • \\'eertman and Birchfield
(1982, p. 317) took Qw implicitly to be 4 cm 2 1 in their gapconduit model of the \\est Anta rctic ice stream s, in which
they used 8 = 8 mm and Uw = 5 ems 1. Alley a nd other '
11989) theoretical model im·oiYe an incomplete-gap conduit with 8 = 5 mm a nd Uw = 1.6 em 1. \ 'alue for 9 are
not gi\'en.\ The agreement of the aboYe theoretical \'alue
with our obseJTed quantity u... = 0.7 em \ or with our derived quantity Qw = 0.3 cm 2 s- 1 obtained from u...- Yia the
gap-conduit model, is roug h at best, but adequate to generate hope that the gap-conduit m odel is o n the right track.

did not pro\'ide a compliancc-g;iving connection between
the tran ducer at the bottom a nd a free surface against the
atmosphere above, a fre hly drilled holes do. 2 uch compliance would low the ri e of pressure at the transducer but
would not retard it on ct. whereas a ubstantial retardation
of the onset clearly occurred 1.5 min in 89-+, 3 min in 91 -1
see Fig.l9 .
The assertion that the pressure pulse will propagate with
the speed of sound is subject to the prO\·i o that the propagation speed is not sig nificantly affected by the ,.i cosity of
water. The effect of ,·iscosity can bee timated by formulating the equatio n for pressure propagation in the gap in the
pre cnce of \'i cou drag from the wall . The formulation i
implified to o ne-dimensiona l by a\·eraging OYer the gap
width a nd writing the equat ion in terms of the mean
,·elocity u.... or. rather, in term of the mean di placement
u in the propagation direction x, where au j at = u...:

u

2 [;a 2[ j
Pw atz = k ax2
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(11)

H ere J.: is the bulk modulu of water. The inertia l term. on
the left, and the pre ure-gradient term fir t term ) on the
right, which i cx pres~cd in terms of the x g radient of the
di latation for onc-dimcn ional d i placement U, a re the norm a l term in the ound-propagation equatio n: " ·ith T'/w ct to
zero they gi\"C propagation of pres ure waYes " ·i th a peed
c = JkfP;. = 1+00 m 1• \ 'iscous drag enters ,·ia the Ia t
term in Equation (II , which is 2Tj8, where T is the hear
stre s o n one wall of the gap. On the other wall the shear
stress is equal and opposite; both walls comributc equally
to the drag. T i Ttw time the shear train rate at the wall,
which is calculated from a parabolic Yelocity profile aero
the gap, parameteri zed in terms of iiw(= a[i jat ), with
\'elocity Uw = 0 at the wa lls. This calc ulation has the same
ba is a the one that gi,·e the Poiseuill e equation I , except
that in Equation (I I' we ct cp = 1. The 8 in 2T /8 com es from
a\'Craging over the gap width.
The result in Equation (II can be written in a form more
uitable for our u c by differentiating with rc pcct to x and
substi tuting P = - kaU ;ax, where P (x. t ) is the water pre ure:

a2 P

at2

.,a2 P
=

c-

aP

ax2 - 2aat

(12)

where a= 6rtw/ Pw82 .
Equation 12 ha~ the form of the telegraph equation.
who e solution ' Bron tein and emendjajcw, 1987. p. +90
for initial condition P (x. 0} = P0 (x) and aPj8t) 0 =
.Pt(x}att =O is

9b. Pressure-pulse propagation
If prior to breakthrough there exist at the base of the ice a
gap-conduit sy tern with gap thicknes b "" I mm, then
when a pre ure source with large hydraulic compliance is
uddenly connected to this ystem, a happens when breakthroug h occur in a borehole, the applied pre ure ho uld
propagate o utward from the borehole through the conduit
ystem a t the peed of sound in water, 14-00 m 1. The ob cr\'ation di cu ed in cctio n 8 and shown in Fig ure 19 demon trate that the pres ure-wave propagation i ,·ery much
slower. about 0.2 m s- 1• This slowness i not attributable to
substantial hydraulic compliance of the pres urc-transducer
insta llations in 89-4 a nd 91-1, for two reasons: (I) The e
holes had ample time to freeze up, at least in their upper
part (16 d for 91 -1, 2 years for 89-4}, a nd the holes therefore

1211w au

- T at .

P (x. t)

=

~exp(-at) { P (.T- ct ) + P (x..,.. ct )
0

,L[

0

.r+ct

+

P, (Oc- ' Io( (()) - P.(()a/•

~~~j))] d{} (13)

where

( 1-1)
and where Io and I t a rc the modi fi ed Bessel functions of the
first kind, of order 0 and I. The part of the solution endo cd
in curly brackets. with it argument \ X - ct ) a nd x + ct,
repre ents wa,·es tra\-clling fo rwa rd a nd backward ,,·ith the
norma l sound speed c. Thu the pul c propagation peed i
not affected by "iscosity. The pulse a mplitude i , however.
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attenuated by the exponentia l factor exp( -at) in Equation
13 . which, for a pulse propagating with speed c, can be expre ed in term of propagation di ta nce x as an attenuation
facto r exp( -bx) where

observations and model expectations based on rhe gapconduit model adjusted to account for the water-level drop
cun ·es on breakthrough (requi ring 8 ~ 1.7 mm ). as di cussed above, put the gap-conduit model into serious doubt
a nd call for an alternati,·e model of the breakthrough
phenomenon.

(15)
Thus the attenuation is an increasing function of viscosity
,,, and a strongly decrea ing function of gap width via the
ti1c tor 1/82 in Equation 1151. For propagation di ranee in' oked here, x = 14 or 39 m, there i a rather rapid cha nge
from small to large attenuation 0\·er the range of gap value
b = 1- 0.2 mm. T llis is shown by the attenuation facto r
, a lues exp ( -bx) in Table 2. Also g iven in Table 2 are attenuation factors (r0 /r) 112 exp[-b(1· - r 0 )] that incorporate
the 1/r 112 dependence expected from geometrical spreading in the absence of vi co us attenuation (b = 0) for a cylindrical ound wave em anating from a cylindrical source
of radius r = r 0 = 0.05 m. For a gap 8 = 1.4 mm, as calculated from the gap-conduit model for borehole 91 -3
, Table 1). a n initial water column of 93 m (above the equilibrium wa ter le,·eP a t brea kthrough should be attenuated to
a height of 5.3 m at a distance of 14m from the injection
hole, a nd to 2.9 m at 39 m distance. An abrupt rise in basal
" ·ater pressure to these levels hould occur e senti ally immediately a t breakthrough, without reta rdation 1 or, more precisely, " ·ith the reta rdation of the sound wa,·e, 0.01 or 0.03 s ).
Thus th e effect of , -iscosity on sound-v\'a\·e propagation cannot explain the obsen ·arion that the onset of the pres ure
pulse arriving at 14 and 39m is retarded by 1.5 a nd 3 min
from the breakthrough rime, and that the onset is an emergem ramp rather than a n abrupt step-up in pressure. The
observed pressure-pul e heights (2.5 and 1.5 m ) are of the
order exp ected for the ound wave (5.3 and 2.9 m ), but rhey
arc retarded by 4 and 7.5 min relative to the expected
!iOtmd-wave a r rival.
The ob en ·ed pre ure-pulse height at 14 and 39m a re
much smaller tha n expected on the basis of the gap-conduit
model with 8 ~ 1.7 mm: according to Equa tions (5) a nd (6),
combined so a to eliminate Qw. the equivalent water level
z, relari,·e to the datum at r = L ) hou ld ,·ary with r as

~-

_
-

Zo

[ _ ln (r/r0 ) ]
1 ln(L / r )
0

·

9c. Gap-ope ning model
The abo,·e considerations lead to the idea that initia lly, prior
to breakthrough, there i not a gap of millimeter thickness
between ice sole and bed. Instead, uch a gap form a nd
op ens up during the breakthrough a nd water-Je,·el-drop
event, by a slight local uplift of the ice mas a round the borehole. The uplift is caused by the lifting action of the water
injected along the bed ar pressures above fl otation. The
op ening of the gap proceeds in the manner sketched in Figure 20. The water intrudes along the icefbed interface to
form a thin, lens-shaped layer with feather-edge at radius
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Fig. 20. Diagram qfthegap-opening model qfwater irljection
into the basal water system on breakthrough. JVater in the borehole and in the injected lens-shaped layer qf water at the base
if the ice is shown shaded. r is radial distance from the borehole axis. r 0 is the borehole radius, andt is time.8(r, t ) is the
local gap width, P (r. t ) the local uplift pressure qf water
(water pressure minus ice overburden pressure), and P 0 ( t)
the uplift pressure at the bottom qfthe borehole, directly related
to the height qf the borehole water level above the flotation
level, as indicated. it,.. (r, t ) is the localjlow velocity ifwater
radially outward, averaged over the gap width. R (t ) is the
(imagined) radius if the water lens (see text), and R its rate
qfadvance.

(16)

For an initial water column z0 = 93 m, for r 0 = 5 em, a nd
L = I km, Equation (16) gi,·es Zw = 34.5 m a t r = 1-t m,
and z,,. = 26m at r = 39 m. The obsen·ed p eak heights are
Zw = 2.5 and 1.5 m, a n order of magnitude smaller than the
expected ,·alues.
The everal foregoing contradictions between borehole

Table 2. Sozmd-wave attenuationfactors exp ( -bx) and (r0 jr)
propagation distance x or radial distance r (with r 0 = 0.05 m)

Factor

/

112

exp [- b(1· - r 0 ) ] as afimction ifgap width 8 ( mm) and

ftulept11dt111 variablt

02

0.4

Gap width{;
0.6

1.0

I.+

{ x = 14 m
x=39m

0.069
0.0006

0.514
0.156

0.74-10.438

0.899
0.743

0.947
0.859

{ r = 14m
r= 39m

0.042
0.00002

0.031
0.006

O.o-t4
0.016

O.OS+
0.027

0.057
0.031
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R(t) expand ing outward with \·elocity R The gap width
o(r. t) is now a function of radial coordinate and time. generally decreasing with rand increasing with t. " 'ater at the
bottom of the borehole, under pre sure P0 (t) due to the column of water abo\'e, enters the gap at r = r0 a nd fl ows radially outwa rd at Yelocity ii.,.(r. t), dri\·en by the radial
gradient of the water press ure P (r, t) in the gap. The ice
abo\'e the gap is lifted up due to the distribution of pres ure
P (r. t) acting on its ba e, with an uplift rate b(r. t) that depend on the icc Yi cosity. In this way the gap is opened up
a nd water from the borehole becomes tored there.
The validity of the geometry of thi model can be
roughly assc sed by calculating the gap thickness at the
borehole, 00 , needed ro store the water \'olume injected into
the gap. For hole 91 -3 we can ma ke the calculation twice: at
the onset of pressure rise in 91-1, when the radius of the lensshap ed, laccolith-like body of intruded water just reaches
R = l+m (the distance from 91-1 ro 91-3), a nd at the onset
in 89-+. when the radius just reaches R = 39m. The Yolume
of water srored at each of these time is calculated from the
effecti\·e borehole ractius r, = 21 em section 61 and the drop
in water le\'cl at these times, which is lO and 54 m (see Fig.
19a). Assume that the lens sh ape is parabolic, b(r) =
00 [1 - (r2 I R 2 )] . Then on the abO\·e basis we calculate 00 =
4.5 mm at R = 14m, a nd 00 = 3 mm at R = 39 m. \\"e expect 00 to increase with time and thus \-Vith R (becau c the
gap should open progressi\·ely during the time that water
pressure in excess of overburden is applied ). o the im·erted
seq uence for these Yalues of 00 indicates error, but the estimated order of magnitude of 00 , a few millimeters, seems
reasonable.
A quantita tive e\·aluation of this gap-opening model is
needed to assess its performance in relation to the obser"' vation di cus ed aboYe. A quantitati\'e formulation has the
following li\'e elemems:
(I) Cplift of ice (of a sumed linear rheology with \'i cosily 7JI ) produced by water-pre sure distribution P (r . t):

J
:x;

'
8(r,
t ) = 17i7JI

P (r' . t )?f)(r' f r)dr'

(17)

where
2

wW = -~- K( Jf,)
1-~

1 +~

'

(1 )

K (k) bei ng the Complete Elliptic Integral of the first kind
1
not related to the K in Equation (I) \. Equations (17\ a nd
18) are based on the displacement solution for a force acting
normal to the surface of an elastic ha lf-space (Timoshenko
and Goodier, 1951. p. 365 . The uplift pressure P is the water
pressure Pw less the constant ice overburden pressure ~ .
,2,1 \ \"ater flow into storage in the widen ing gap:
:x;

iiw8 = qw(r, t) =

~

j

r'b(r'. t) dr' .

(19)

13 \\'ater-pres ure distribution that d ri\'e the radial
water flu x qw by Poiseuillc flow in the gap:

( )= () J
r

P

1'.

t

qw(r', t) 1
5-l(r' . t) dr .

P0 t - 127]w

(20)

ro

The uplift pressure P0 (t)

22-t

= P (r0 , t) is the water pre sure at

the bottom of the borehole minu the ice 0\·erburden pressure Pf. It is equal to Pw9Zw where Zw is the eleYation of the
water surface relati\'e to the flotation le\·el as datum rsee Fig.

201.
(-! Enlargement of the gap:
I

8(r, t)

= 00 (r. 0) +

j

b(r. t' ) dt'.

(21)

0

(51 Fall of the borehole water column:

,

P0 (t)

= P (r

0 •

t)

=P

0

2Pw9To
(0) - -r, 2

J ( ')

qw T 0 • t dt1 . (22)

0

A detailed deri\'ation of Equations (17)-(22) will be
gi\·en in a sep arate paper devoted to a comprehensive study
of the gap-opening model. H ere we pursue the beha\·ior of
the ystem only far enough to get a n indication of whether it
is compatible with the observation .
Equations (17)-(20) de cribe the model system at a ny intam of timet = t 1; gi\'en the gap-width distribution 8( r, t 1 )
at that instant, they in principle permit the pre sure distribution P (r, tl) a nd water flow qw(r. ti) robe determined, as
well as the rate at which the gap is widening at each point,
b(r. ti). The development of the ystem with time i
obtained from Equations (21) a nd (221 by introducing
b(r, t) and qw(r, t) from Equations ll7) and (19). Solutions
of Equations (17)-(20) ha\·e the character illustrated by Figure 21, which shows P (r) . b(r) and qw(r) for the gi\·en gapwidth distribution 8(r). Part icularly noteworthy is the zone
of negative pressure 1negatiYe relatiYe to the OYerburden
pressure) outside the central zone that is pressurized by the
inflowing water (qw > 0) from the borehole at r = r0 . (In
the plots in Figure 21 the radial coordinate T is normalized
by the radius a of the pressure minimum, ta ken to be
a = 1m; thi a i unrelated to the a in Equation (12)-(14).)
Also noteworthy i the fact that the gap width does not go
completely to zero anywhere, so that the depiction in Figure
20, with 8 goinu to zero at r = R, i not strictly valid; thu R
mu t be defined in some other " ·ay, such a the radius at
which 8PI or = 0, as used be]m,·. The gap i ' howeYer, \"Cry
narrow, rv]O pm for r ;:: a in the solution in Figure 21.
As discussed in section 9a, the assumption of laminar
flow in the gap, which is expressed in Equation (20), can
break down near the borehole, where the flow is turbulent.
The region of turbulent fl ow is, howe\·er, more restricted in
the gap-opening model than in the gap-conduit model,
because the storage of basal \\"ater in the opening gap reduces the water-flow \·elocity outward. For this reason, a nd
in Yiew of the moderate effects of turbulent flow assessed in
section 9a, we expect that the gap-opening model would
similarly be only moderately a ffected. In th e model result
sho\\"n in Figure 21 the Reynold number is less then -! for
r > 0.1 m. so there is no turbulent flow there, but thi is for
a different reason: the model represents the flow at an early
tage of breakthrough, when the edge of the water lens has
ad\·anccd only lm from the borehole ( a = 1m ) and when
all water-flow \·elocitie arc still ma ll.
In thi paper we cannot pursue the time dependence of
solutions of Equations (17 - 22) except to the following
limited extent. \\·e consider the question whether the gapopening model can account for the Yolume of water it~ected
into the gap as a function of time in breakthrough e\·ents.
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Fig. 21. Calculated results qfthe gap-opming model. representing a solution qfEquations (17) - (20). (a) Water-pressure distribution P( r ) and corresponding gap-opming rate b( r ). ( b)
II ater flux q... ( r ) = iiwb and gap width b(r). Radial co ordinate r / a is scaled ~r the radius r = a at which P( r)
lzas its minimum. Parameter l'Olues used in calculation are
given in tlze text.. \ ole change ifordinate scales between panels
a and a', and between panels band b'.
The Yolume ir~j ected is an ob en·ational quantity \1\,-L(t),
ca lculated from the water-level drop z..v(t) as in section 6:
(23)
' ' here. a before. Zw is the height of the borehole water level
above the equilibrium level, and z0 i the initial lel·el ju t
before breakthrough. The model gi,·c stored water , -olume
\ '1 (t) from Equation ' 22), which can be rewritten, following

The water flux q... (r0 . t ) is obtained from Equation (19'.
based on b(r. t ) from Equation 07). Input to Equation 17)
is a cries of empirical pressure distributions P (r. t;) contructed from borehole information from the pressure
propagation experiment section 8), at fiye specific times t;
(Table 3) a follows. At t = 1.9 min after breakthrough the
leading edge of the pres ure wave reaches 91-1 at r = 14m.
\ Ve con truct a cun·e P(r. 1.9min ) shown in Figure 22 as
the equivalent z.,..(r, 1.9 min ) that tarts-at z... (r0 . 1.9 min )
= 84 m. tha t i generally conca,·c upward. and that descends to zero, zw(l-!m, 1.9 min l = 0, at r = R fl.9 min)
= 14m (radial distance to 91 -l). In constructing the Clll'\'e
near r = 0 the simple t cun·e form i u ed - a linear
decrease in Zw with r - rather than a parabolic form a ugge ted by Figure 2la; thi s is done because (i) there i in u!Ticient information to construct a parabolic curYe; (ii \ the
parabolic form is not an essential feature of solutions of
Equations (17!-(20); and (iii the output b(r) is not ensiti,·e
to the detailed form of the input pressure near r = 0. To the
curve ·o constructed for r ::=; R a negatiYe tail is added for
7' > R, of the form z.,,.(r) = - (r - R)Aexp[-(r- R )/ K],
where A i cho en so that the slope of the main curve and
tail match at r = R, and where K is adjusted as explained
belo11·. This form of the tail is suggested by Figure 21a. The
same procedure is used to construct a curve z..-(r, 3.4min ),
at the time of wave arrival at 89-3; thi cur\'e is in addition
constrained by the ob en·ed Zw (H m, 3.4 min ) = 2 m from
Figure 19b. A later curve, at t = 4.6 min, is constructed from
z..-(r 0 . 4.6min ) =lim, Z..v 1 14m, 4.6min = 2.4m, and
Zw {39 m. 4.6 min) = 0.3 m, the leading edge of the wave
being extrapolated to R (4.6 min) = -H m by following the
a me leading-edge slope as for the zw(r. 3.4 min \ curve .
Two additional pre sure cun ·es are interpolated smoothly
between the abow curyes. z.,,.(r. 1.0 min) and z.,..(r. 2.9
min ). The set of empirical cur,·es zw(r. t) is shmm in Figure
22a.
The model calculation is carried out as follows. At each
timet;, for which a cun·e zw(r . t;) ha been constructed a s
described above, b(r. t;) i calculated from Equation (17),
after fir t adju ting the "tail constant'' K ( ee above ) such
that the global force-balance condition i ati fied:

J
L

1

1'

Zw(r' . t,) dr' = 0.

(25)

(This is a force-balance condition becau e Zw is proportional to pres ure P relati,·c to flotation.) In both Equations
125,1 a nd (]7, the upper limit of imegration r ->
IS replaced by a practical upper limit r = L = 50 m for purpo es of calcu lation. Then qw(r 0 • t 1) is calculated from
Equation (19) for r = r 0 = 0.05 m. and with the upper limit
of integration taken to be R(ti ) rather than oc. The ,·alue of
1JJ in Equation (17) is chosen as follows. The secondarycreep-rate value, from the 0 C flow law of Pater on 11994,
p. 97) for effecti\'e stres T = 2.8 bar, i corrected by a factor
10 2 to represent the primary (tra nsient ) creep rate that
occur at the ,·ery low strains invoked (10 4 for uplift of a
few m illimeters o,·er dimensions of ten of meters \ giving
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Table 3. Eraluation oftlu gap-opening model: model ofzcater stored in basal gap Z'J z·olume estimatedfrom borehole water-lezoel
drop ( I! 'LD)

from II'LD

0

I
2
3
+

5
6

..

R(t ,)

.::

01111

m

m

Ill

0
1.0
1.9
2.9
3.-f
-l-.6
5.-l-

0

30
39

9-f
89
8+
57
-l-0

0
5
10
37
5-l-

-1--1-

II

83

0

9+

I+

h\·L

Ii

,.=

mJ

mJ

Ill

0
0.7

0
0.1
0.9
3.1
5.5
13.6
19.0

0
0.1
0.7
1.9
2.5
3.1
3.1

(n

_.,..

I,

Zo

I.+

5.2
7.6
11.7
13.2

10

rotumt aaumutalwn raft

lotum((!fu:atu Jlortd in basatgap
from gap-cpmmg modtl

Paramtltrs ( SLt lt<l)

= 1)

(n

rtastu J

3)

.3

l i:.

I

ml

(n

= l)

.'S

•

rn mtn

0
0.02
0.06
0.15
0.3
0.3
0.3

(n

,.i

I

·
m I min

0
0.+
1.3
3.+
6.-l6.2
6.2

, -isco ity in this type of calculation was pointed out by
\\'eertman (1970, p. 73). The Yalidity of a correction factor
:::; 10- 2 can be seen in the results of a typical ice-creep te t
shown in Figure 23. The effecti,·e hear stress value
7 = 2.8 ba r is about one-third of the initia l o,·erpressurc
P0 = 9.4 bar applied near r = 0 to the base of the ice at
breakthrough; the factor of about one-third is estimated
from a study of the complete stress solution on which Equation (17 i ba ed.
The calculated qw(r0 . ti) ,-alue are listed in Table 3 in
term of V1 (t;) = 21ir0 qw(r0 t;), which i the total \'Olumetric accumulation rate of " ·ater in the gap, at time t;. A
smooth curve i drawn through the Vi value and is integrated from t = 0 tot; to obtain. by Equation 2-1-). the total
accumulated volume of water Vt (T; ) g .tven by the model.
Alongside the values ofVt (t;) in Table 3 arc li ted the ob ervational values of injected water Yolume, V\\'L(ti ), from
Equation (23).
An estimate of the effect of the non-li near rheology of icc
on the model results can be obtained by treating T/1 in Equa-
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Fig. 22. Empirical calculation ofgap-growth rate based on observation ofwater-pressure distribution P ( r. t) in the pressure-jJUlse
propagation experiment. ( a) Empirical curves of P(r. ti) at selected times t, as indicated, based on obsermtions and assumptions noted in the text ( section 9c). (b) Corresponding gap uplift rates b(T, t, ), based on Equation (11). These are used to calculate b)' integration the volume ofwater stored at the different times (see text).
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(26)

(27)

a nd can be time-integrated a before to give V:J(ti). Value· of
VJ(t;) and V3(t,) are listed in Table 3. Comparison of the
v;,-L(t;) . Vt(t;) and V:J(t,) , -aluc in Table 3 shows tha t the

b

Q)
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0.-f
1.0
13
1.1
0.1
0.0

where rJo i the ,-alue of 77J used in the linear treatment
abO\·e. Each Vi (t;) value from the linear treatment then corre ponds Yia Equation 17 to a ,-a lue VJ(t;) for non-linear
,-iscosity ( n = 3.

,.

...

I

tion 17 a a non-constant quantity proportional to 7 -(n- t )
where n is the exponent in the non-linear flow law for ccondary creep a nd 7 i the effective stress equal to about onethird of the water pre sure, relative to flotation. at r ~ 0 .
This treatment is based on the experimental ob ervation
that the tra nsient creep rate is proportional to the seconda ry
creep rate (Sunder a nd \\'u. 1990, p. 271). Thus we can take rn
to be gi,·en by

T/1 = 0.94- x 10 Pa . The importance of the tran ient creep
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Fig. 23. R esults ofa creep test on ice. shou:ing the magnitude of
the initial transient creep rate in relation to the steady-state
creep rate. (a) Creep displacement vs time over the 16 d period
rif the test, reaching approximate~)' stead.J stale at a creep rate
of0.0075 mm a 1 . (b) Enlarged plot rifthe initial 2.J h ofthe
test. slwu·ing a creep rate of0.75 mm a 1 at a time 0.59 h after
the start ofthe test. This is part oftest 3 h)'. I/. Jackson and B.
kamb ( unpublished iriformation), carried out on an ice-core
specimen from the site I fl area.
gap-opening model as formulated above is able to account
li>J· the ob en·ationally based water \·olumes v;,.Lto within
bette r than an order of magnitude. which. in \·ic"· of the numerous approximations and sources of unccrtaintv in the
ralculation, gives support to the model.
'
The most imponderable ource of uncertainty in applicability of the model a formulated in Equations 17 - 21
ari cs from the fact that the gap at the base of the ice 0\·erlie
not a smooth, hard bedrock surface, as Fig ure 20 suggests,
hut a rough granular surface of more-or-less loose till partirles more-or-less imbedded in a \•;eak fine-granular matrix,
the upper urface of the subglacial till r unpublished information from S. Tulaczyk and others. 1996. It is possible that
during breakthrough, in the outrush of water from the
bottom of the borehole and out throug h the gap. channel
or~omc kind are cut into the till. and g ranu lar material from
the till is mm·ed outward through the gap a nd possibly deposited along the way. If o. ubstantial modification of the
treatment in Equations 17 - 21 1, perhaps a long the lines de\ doped by \\'alder and Fowler rl99-t. would probably be
required.
9d. Gradients in basal water pressure

The arg ument in sec tion 9b against the existence of a simple
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or braided gap-conduit system with gap thickness 8 ;::: 1 mm
i strongly reinforced by independent evidence from the
observed borehole water level after breakthrough. The evidence i in the extent of variation of the water levels from
hole to hole (section 3). If we compare the water levels in
boreholes less than about 400 m apart. which exclude comparison of hole drilled in different ea ons because the ice
movement eparate them by :=::-tOO m in absolute position,
we find water-le\·el differences of6, 7 a nd 15m between clusters of holes about 150 300 m ap art boreholes of 1988, 1989
a nd 1995. and we find several examples lmainly in 1988) of
water-level d ifferences of 5- 13 m between individual hole
within clusters. 40 10m apart, (Table I; Fig. 4). These difference arc much greater than the ±I m e timated measurement error. If a gap-co nduit y tern with 8 ;::: 1 mm " ·ere
present in the undi turbed ba al water y rem. a nd had adequate hydraul ic compliance as demonstrated by the uptake
of water in breakthrough a nd pumping tests (section 6),
then the water levels observed in the borehole would represent natural pressures in that conduit \'Stem. The differences in water le\·el. O\'er horizontal distat~ce ranging from
15 to 300m. would then correspond to local hydro tatic gradients ranging from r = 0.02 to 0.6. uch gradients are very
much greater than the regiona l hydraulic gradient r of
about 0.002. Thus if the basal water sv tern is a widely distributed gap-conduit y tern a \'isuali,zed in section 9~. the
local water fluxe in this system mu t be very much larger
than the regional flux that transport the integrated ba al
meltwater from upstream. For example. a gradient r = 0.1
in a cond uit system with 8 = +.3 mm a nd d> = 0.5 would
produce, according to Equa tion (I). a flow \·elocity
iiw = 35 em s- 1, compared ro the regional flow of 0.7 ems 1
estimated in ection 7 . The large water fluxes would require large sources and sink of water on a horizontal scale
rvlOO m.
ources could conceivably be warm areas of the bed.
wa rmed by extra frictional heating where the basal lubrication mechanism is for some reason reduced in effectivene .
but the magnitude is staggering: to accumulate a flow of
35 ems 1 in the abo\·e example, OYer a horizontal distance
of200 m, would require basal melting at the absurd rate of
230m a- 1• There is no reasonable way to proYide a sink for
thi water. The situation for 8 = 1.7 mm, as evaluated from
breakthrough ( ection 9a \ would be less extreme, but it
\\·ould still im·oh-e excessive local water fluxes and basal
melting rates. Also. the model associates areas of high frictional heating with areas of high basal water pre sure.
which is opposite to what is expected- that high water
pressure resu lts in low friction.
The seYere problem posed by the high local hyd rau lic
gradients can be eliminated only by ruling out any natural
gap-conduit sy tem with 8 .(; 1 mm. in agreement with the
conclusion in section 9b.
It i . howe\·er, po ible to retain a narrow gap or '·water
film'' of thickne 8 :S 0.1 mm, through which ba al water
can be transported slowly, under relatively hio-h local hv,
"
'
draulic g radients. For example, if the basal melting rate is
26 mm a 1 corre ponding to a basal shea r stress of0.2 bar
and a basal sliding speed of 1.2 m d 1. and if the basal meltwater flux that accumulates OYer a flow path rvlOO m long is
transported under the arne hydraulic gradient as before,
r = 0.1, then the film would have 8 = 0.3 mm. Although
the existence of such a film, bridged by coarser grain from
the till a visualized by Alley (!989b, p. 119\ seems quite rea227
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sonable, it is not necessarily required as part of the basal
water system, because Darcy flo,,- through the till i marginally able to transport locally the small melt water f1uxes
generated locally. Thus. for example. a 10m thickness of till
1
with hydraulic conductivity 10 8 m
is able to transport
the meltwater generated by a basal hear tres of 0.2 bar
over a di ranee of 50 m with a drop of 20m in hydraulic
head .

9e. Canal model
The thin water film visualized in section 9d. with /5 :S I mm,
in combination with the poor aquifer prm·ided by the bulk
till, is quite incapable of transmitting the regional water f1ux
from basal melting upstream, which must on average be
transported down the small regional hydraulic gradient.
T herefore there mu t exist, in addition to any water fi lm, a
system of conduit carryi ng the regional f1ux and recei,·ing
local mel twater from the film and from the bulk aquifer.
These conduits are not classical R-tunnels. according to
the ob ervational argument in section 9 and the theoretical
arguments of \\"alder a nd Fowler ll994). The conduits may,
however. be of the type called "canals.. by \\'a lder and Fowler (1994. p. 5, 9): wide, shallow channels, r-..O.I m deep, incised by erosion into the till, with f1at till floor and f1at ice
roof, of width unspecified but much greater than depth.
\\'alder and Fowler /1994) argue theoretically that under
the ice stream such canals should form a di tributed, interconnected (braided), multi-channel network. non-arborescent, and table against condensation to a ingle-channel
system. These features differ greatly from those of R-tunnel
systems. The apparent need for a canal system as a principal
component of the basal ,,·ater system raises a number of
'1sues in relation to our obsen·ations:
(I) I f there are canals. what is the local water pressure in
them? It should be limited from above by the deepest
observed water level, 117m in hole 92-1. below f1otation by
about 16m. (This d isregards the deeper b·cls 119 and
125 m recorded for a short time in the abrupt drop onJD 24
in Figure 15.) H ow close this \·alue was to the canal water
level depends on factors discussed in item 3 below. The fairly
abrupt cut-off in initial water-level values at about 116m, or
in basal effecti\·e pressures at 1.6 bar, suggests that this cutoff is the actual water le,-el or effective pre sure in the canal
system locally. From the argument in section 9d we expect
the spatial variation of pressure in the canal system to be
very much smaller than the obsen·ed variation of water
le\·el .
(2) \\'here are the inferred canals? In principle, one
could hope to locate them from a map of obsen·ed water
levels in an array of boreholes on a spacing rv50 m: the
deepest le,·cls should in general be closest to the cana ls.
There is a question whether the map for this purpose should
show the boreholes in their correct positions relati,·e to the
icc, as in Figure 4a, or relative to the bed. which im·olvcs
replotting the boreholes in positions displaced by the proper
multiple of the yearly motion, because the water-]e,·cl data
in Figure 4a are from four d ifferent years (field seasons'" In
neither type of map is the borehole a rray well uited to
locating any canals. A possible indication of closene to a
canal is seen in the relation between the group of three boreholes 89-1, -2. -3 (with deep water Je,·els) and the group 894, -5, -6 (with shallow levels) (see Figs 2a and 4a ). From this
and other such indications in Figure 4 we infer tentatively
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that canals are paced ""'50-300m apart.\ \'alder and Fowler
199-1- do not predict theoretically the lateral spacing of
canals nor the spatial scale of reconnection in the braided
pattern. They do give an indication of the expected canal
thickness and width (r-..0.1 m. »0.1 m . but our obsen·ations
do not prm·ide a basis for checking on this.
!3) \\'hat sort of hydraulic connections did the boreholes
make with the contemplated canal sy tcm:> The spread of
initial water levels from 117m to shallower depths indicates
that most of the connections were so narrow and/or lengthy
that the apparent basal water pre ure indicated by the
water ]c,·cls were raised sub tantia lly abo,·e the water pre urc in the canals. The amount by which they were rai ed
hould be proportional to the f1u x of water mo,·ing th rough
the connecting passageway (which presumably is along the
ice{till contact). but we have no way to estimate separately
the magnitude of the f1ux or the hydraulic impedance of the
connection. Presumably the flux is fed by water remaining
in the borehole and the open gap after completion of breakthrough. On the assumption that the canal system has a
high hydraulic compliance, we surmi e that an indication
of connection to it during breakthrough \\·ould be an abrupt
increase in the water-]e,·el drop rate. Such beha,·ior is perhap seen in Figure 3b. One might exp ect that the more
rapid the drop (or the shorter the drop time or the time
constant Tin Table IJ, the better the connection to the canal
y tern and hence the deeper the water ]c,·el reached in
breakthrough, but the data in Table I show no correlation
bet\\·een these ,·alue ; howe,·er, the range of water-level
' ·a lues for which we ha,·e T data in Tabl e I is inadequate.
(-I-' The straightforward interpretation of the salt-tracer
experiment (section 7) in terms of the gap-conduit model
section 9a) becomes more complicated and uncertain in
the canal model. Presumably the salt cloud pread outward
from the injecting borehole in the ne,,·Jy opened gap until it
entered a canal via a connection. I n order for a big electrical-conductance signal to be picked up between the electrodes downstream, a salt-carrying canal had to pass near
both boreholes of the gate, because the salt pre· umably remained in the canal sy tem once it had entered. For the
canal model there is a need to explain how the inter-electrode resistance remained low for 10 h after the initial drop
(Fig. 18a ). because at the transport p eed in the tunnel
(""'5 ems 1, from the ?\fanning formula for a canal 10 em
deep at the regional hydraulic grad ient of 0.002) the salt
would have been carried downstream 1.8 km in that time.
H owever, the salt solution may have entered the canal
system only slowly, through the connection, and continued to do so for 10 h. \\'ith this possibility aYailable, t he
salt-tracer experiment does not prm·idc a very clear test of
the canal model.

10. CONCLUSIONS
I) The gap condui t model of the basal water system, with
gap width /5 = 2 mm between icc sole and bed, accounts at
lea t roughly for the behavior of borehole " ·ater ]e,·els on drill
breakthrough to the ba a! water system ~ section 3), and with
/5 = -1- mm it accounts for the rc ults of a air-tracer experiment ection 7) in relation to the transport of ba al meltwater from up tream (section 9a). !This type of model was
introduced by \\'eertman 11970), who called it the ··water
layer"' model or the ··punctured \\·atcr heet.. model.1
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2 Howe,·er, the exi tence of uch a gap-conduit y tem
in nature before di turbancc by borehole is ruled out by
the way a pre sure pulse injected into the ba al water y ·tcm
a breakthrough propagate outward section 7 and 9b .
and by the large hole-to-hole ,·ariation of mea. urcd ba al
pres ure. which if pre em in a gap-conduit y tem with
/' = 2 or 4 mm would re ult in unacceptably large local
\\ ater nuxe ' much larger than the regional nux that tran pnrts basal melt " ·ater from upstream (section 9d 1.
3) An altcrnatiYe view of the breakthrough process, incnrporatcd imo a '·gap opening" model, p ictures the ir~jec
tiOn of water a being accommodated by a small lifting of
the icc ma s ncar the borehole, opening a gap 3 or + mm
"ide at the icctbcd comact. where no compa rable gap had
existed before breakthrough. A quantitati\-e gap-opening
model section 9c i able to account roughly for the ,·olumc
of water injected in a breakthrough event. which mean that
the gap-opening proce work and i a ,·alid ub titute for
the gap-conduit model in accounting for the breakthrouuh
o )-,cn·ations.
+ Although we ha\T not obtained direct borehole acre~s to it. there probably exists a through-going ystem of
\\atcr conduits capable of transporting ba al melt water
down the regional hydraulic gradient (f "'0.002) (section
9c . The only currently ,·iable candidate for these conduits
is the '·canal", a theoretical concept of \\'alder and Fowler
199-l-1. Our ba a l water-pre sure data sugge t that the canals
form a eli tributed network with spacing ,...,50 300m. \\'ith
'ome complication the canal model can be een a compatible with the alt-tracer experiment ection 7 and 9e '.
5) The wide catter of water level in borehole that
ha,·e connected to the ba al water ystem a a lmo t all
have l, from near flotation to as much a 17m bclo" flotation,
is due to ,·arying quality of the connection along the ice/bed
interface from borehole to canaL Six or eight boreholes
probably did not make connection to the cana l system,
alt hough they were in connection with a gap opened up by
the applied overpre ure, a non-natural part of the basal
water v tem.
6) The water pressure in the canal is about 1.6 bar
below the ice m·erburden pre ure section 9e l. This low ef!ccti,·e pre ure 1.6 ban is probably respon ible for the
rapid ice-stream motion. either by ba al sliding or by hear
deformation of the till that underlies the ice.
7 The ice overburden pre ure can be calculated to an
accuracy of about 0.3 bar from data on ice den it y ,. depth
loca lly and in the Byrd core hole 1 ection 4 .
8 The pore pre ure in the tilL and the water pre urc
in a thin (8 :S 0.1 mm ) water !ilm that probably is present
s1nncwhat discontinuously along the iceftill contact, cannot
be mea urcd in a n open borehole, but in principle can be
measured once the borehole ha frozen up, once pas ageway connecting with canals have become closed. and once
enough time has clap cd for pressure equi libration. The
equi,·a lent water levels obsen·ed in thi way were in the
range IOQ-112 m depth and ,·aried extensi,·ely " ·ith time
I·Ycr thi range on time-scales from diurnal tO more than a
year.
9 The extent of correlation between time , ·ariation recorded by differem pressure sensor - from no correlation
between en. or 500 m apart to good correlation ' with ome
<'xceptions) between sensors 25m a pan - indicate that
the ensor ignals are in general real indication of basal
water pre sure 1 probably ti ll-pore pressure as noted abm·c ,

and that the natural dista nce scale for lateral ,·ariation in
pore pre urc i "'100m or at time. as small as ...._JO m ection 5 . Thu. ome of the c ,·ariations are probably local
effect originating in the till and water !ilm . due pcrhap
to local change in the ba. al melting rate as the mechanical
condition of the till Yary, or to the opening or clo ing of
basal crack in the ice. Other. longer-sca le Yariation . and
particularly the highly correlating diurnal fluctuation ,
probably originate in the canal y tem. from which they are
communicated to the till-pore water and the water !ilm.
H oweYer, the origin of these numerous yariations is not
known in any detail.
riO · The occurrence of intcrspcr eel positiYely correlating Yariation and ncgati\-e, anticorrelati ng ,·ariations in
the 1995 pre ure record from boreholes 89-+ and 91 -1 section 5 is probably at lea t somewhat related to the anticorrelation ob en·ed by ~[urray and Clarke 1!995 in pre ure
record from a ubpolar alacier Trapridge Glacier in
Canada. They interpret the anticorrelation as an indication that when the pre ure ri e in a lo\\·-impedance ba al
water conduit uch a an R-tunnel, the pre sure in the adjacent p art of the bed unconnected to the conduit must fall to
maintain the ,·ertical force balance supporting the ,!ixed )
ice o,·erburdcn; they interpret switch ing back and forth
between correlation and anticorrelation in the pre ure
records as due to a switching back and forth between a connected and unconnected condition in one of the borehole .
Direct applicability of thi interpretation to our pres ure
record in Figure 14 and 15 i doubtful, becau e the record
do not eli tingui h one borehole a connected and the other
a unconnected. At the time of original breakthrough, the
initial water Je,·el (112 , . 99 m indicated that hole 91-1
wa better connected than hole 89-+, according to the interpretation in paragraph 5 abow. but this distinction had disappeared by the time-frame of Fig ure 15. when the pressure
level in the two hole were approximately the ame. ~e,·er
theles , there is probably some underlying relationship
bet"·een the pressure anticorrelatioru in the rwo glacier
systems.
tlJI The diurnal pres ure fluctuation, which we ha,·e
ob en ·ed several rimes 1 Fig II and 121, might be due to the
tide in the Ro
ea H arri on and other , 1993\ a lthough it
pha ing and modulation do not seem to uppon thi concluion ection 5•.
(12 The lack of any ob crYcd ,·ariation in ice- tream
motion. " ·hen large percentagewise ,·ariation in ba a l effecti,·e pres ure were obsetTed to be occurring. i a situation
somewhat sim ilar to that encountered in Columbia Glacier.
Alaska (K amb and others. 1994: :\Icier a nd other , 199+),
where the basal water pressure was consistently high (within 3 bar of flotation) but there wa little correlation bet" ·een
, ·ariations in pressure and motion, except for diurnal variation . The conclusion reached there may to some extent be
applicable here al o: that locally ob en·ed pre ure variations, caused by \'ariation in ba al melting or by random
local rearrangement of the water conduit y tern. a re
mo tly a\·eraged out m·er the long distance calc coupling
length ) OYer which ba al water pre ure i effecti,·e averaged
in controlling the ba al motion K.amb and Echelmeyer,
1986\. For thi to re ult in the ob erYed constancy of icetream mot ion. the pre ure fluctuat ion at poim farther
apart than some characteristic distance scale of "local ization" short compared to the coupling length should be randomly different a nd uncorrelated. From this point of view.
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the observed lack of correlation between the pressure
records from boreholes 500 m apart and even at times from
boreholes only 25 m apart perhap makes sense.
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